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Abstract
Metal transfer is a phenomena associated with adhesive wear during dry-sliding, boundary
lubrication, and elastohydrodynamic lubrication. Coatings, lubricants, and proper wear couple
selection are traditionally implemented to reduce metal transfer. Ion implantation is a surface
modification technique that has been studied for over 30 years with the goal of improving
tribosurfaces. It has the following advantages over traditional techniques: it is a non-equilibrium
process in that any element can literally be implanted into a surface, is non-evasive in that bulk
material chemistry, structure, dimensionality is unaltered, and coating adhesion is not a factor.
The goal of this study was to attempt to study the reduction in metal transfer by ion implantation
using

a

single-pass,

Characterization/analysis
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microscopy,

disk
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analysis,

profilometry, and Density Function Theory. We have shown that ion implantation of nitrogen,
carbon and sulfur reduces metal transfer through the combination of mitigating two independent
processes: a two-body processes involving adhesion at the surface and a complicated three-body
process, known as the Mutual Material Transfer mechanism, which is affected by the amount of
debris tribooxidation. The reduction in adhesion results from the weakening of a mixed layer
between the aluminum and implanted surface through the incorporation of the implanted
impurities in that layer. The incorporation of implanted material wear particles into the wear
debris mitigates the three-body process because these particles lose their metallicity through
implantation and subsequent oxidation during wear-testing resulting in “less metallic” debris.
With this contribution, it is hoped that a better understanding of metal transfer and the effect of
ion implantation on the tribology of surfaces will be put forth.
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1.0

Introduction

Metal transfer is an insidious process occurring during sliding of metallic contacts that can result
in galling [1,2] as defined by ASTM[3]. The traditional model of metal transfer usually starts
with adhesive wear events between interacting asperities. Fractured metal from the cohesively
weaker material transfers to the stronger material. As a result, small particles or ‘transfer
elements’ of transferred material are stuck on the harder materials surface. These transfer
elements “build-up” during continued sliding through a process known as “Mutual Material
Transfer” [4,5]. Metal transfer results in protrusions of the softer material on the harder materials
surface, see Figure 1. On subsequent passes on the wear track this results in a change in wear
mechanism; the softer material ends up also sliding against work hardened and oxidized
protrusions of the same material resulting in a change of friction coefficient. For an excellent
example of this phenomenon of this, see the wear studies based on sheet metal drawing [1,6]. In
the worst case, the protrusions continue to build-up on subsequent passes until the surface has
‘galled’. Qualitative galling tests rely on the accumulation of material from one surface to another
during continuous contact sliding [7,8] and the galling criterion is subjective. Typically, if the
surface roughens because of material transfer galling occurs at that particular load for the test.
Quantitative tests are based on measuring the coefficient of friction [9,10] where the galling load
threshold corresponds to the load at which the coefficient of friction rises rapidly. At the heart of
galling is metal transfer, which is why there is a need to study the influence of different surface
treatments on its severity.

In the past 30-years, researchers have studied ion implantation for the modification of
tribosurfaces [11,12]. ]. Some of the oldest of these studies involved nitrogen. In the case of pure
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iron [13,14] and some types of steels [15] nitrogen ion implantation hardens the surface via
nitride formation. In some cases, 3-4x relative improvements in the microhardness of the surface
of steels using a Knoop indenter were observed [16]. The modification of the surface results in
improved abrasive [15,16,17] and adhesive [18,19] wear resistance. More recently boron [20],
carbon [21] and sulfur [22,23] implanted steel surfaces have been carried-out to improve their
tribological properties. In addition to the lighter elements, transition metals have also been
implanted into steels [24,25,and 26] with varying results. For example, Cr-implantation decreased
the friction coefficient while Ni-implantation increased the friction coefficient in self-mated wear
couples. In general, ion implantation has had a positive impact in reducing the wear of steel
surfaces; however, there are cases where implantation does not have an impact on wear
resistance. For specific material cases such as hardened 52100 steels, nitrogen implantation had
no measureable impact on wear resistance during reciprocating tests against hard counter
materials [27] demonstrating that already hard materials may benefit less from ion implantation.
In the case of environmental effects, Tarkowski [28] showed that the test atmosphere could affect
the tribological effectiveness of nitrogen-implanted iron when slid against a tungsten-carbide ball
after many cycles. In particular, it was demonstrated that no significant difference in wear
characteristics between implanted and un-implanted were observed in argon atmosphere or
vacuum wear tests, while tests in oxidizing environments showed that nitrogen implantation
lowered friction coefficients relative to the un-implanted samples after many cycles presumably
because implantation affected the system tribo-oxidation behavior. The lubrication condition also
plays a role. For instance, the impact of ion implantation on wear within the elastohydrodynamic
wear regime is reduced [29]. Those examples demonstrate that the hardening and chemical
benefits of ion implantation can be negated for certain testing conditions.
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Figure 1: An illustration of a transferred debris after many passes. Note in the particle you
can see boundaries, which means the debris likely multi-particle. Taken from Buckley [39,
page 208]

The benefits of ion implantation on enhancing the tribological properties of surfaces are achieved
through both a hardening effect and chemical effect. Originally, implantation was used to prolong
the wear life of a component when slid against harder materials [30]. The hardening mechanism
is thought to be a combination of secondary phase formation [31] and disordering [32]. Often it
is difficult to deduce the chemical effect, but in ambient conditions ion implantation has been
shown to alter the oxidation of the tribolayer [33,34] or sustain the oxidational wear regime at
low [35] and high [36] temperatures. In fact, Dearnaley’s review [37] the mechanisms of
oxidation enhancement were discussed and will be expanded upon later in the Background
section. It is not surprising that implantation was demonstrated to alter the thicknesses of the
native oxide film of pure copper [38]. Based on these findings, the so called “chemical effect” of
ion implantation cannot be addressed without taking into account the oxidation of the modified
tribo-surfaces.
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Adhesive wear is often poorly described in literature. The separation between mild (usually
oxidational/abrasive) wear and severe (adhesive wear) is commonly described as the result of a
protective film being removed such as a native oxide film [39] or lubricant (in this case severe
wear is called scuffing) [40]. The film removal argument may be true for some systems, but in
other systems, this does not hold up. For instance, in some systems tribo-reactions may occur
between the native oxide on one surface and the pure metal on another [41, 42]. Such a triboreaction would involve two solid phases reacting and forming new products. There is evidence of
this in the mechanical polishing of Al2O3 by SiO2 [43] and during ball milling of oxides in the
presence of Al [44, 45]. What this evidence suggests is that oxides do not necessarily impose a
chemical inertness on the tribosystem, and chemical interaction or adhesion can occur without
metal-to-metal contact.

In this study, the Fe/Al system was chosen because this system is known to undergo severe
adhesive wear [46, 47] and is also a commercially important system for the metal working,
automotive, and aerospace industries. This report is significant because it establishes that metal
transfer can be reduced by ion implantation and tries to explain why using a variety of techniques
including electron microscopy, surface analysis, and Density Function Theory modeling.
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2.0

Background

This section covers the necessary background in understanding the results in this study.
Fundamentally, this study covers the areas of applied tribology, surface modification, and low
temperature oxidation and Density Functional Theory. Each section is covered individually. The
tribology section covers the fundamentals of metal transfer in terms of adhesive wear and the role
of the tribolayers formed by the debris. The surface modification covers the fundamentals of ion
implantation in reference to the ion-solid interactions and previously reported wear studies of ionbeam modified surfaces. The low temperature oxidation section covers this phenomenon from the
viewpoint of the Mott-Cabrera and newer models. In addition, the impact of ion implantation on
low-temperature oxidation is discussed.

2.1

Fundamentals of Metal Transfer

Metal transfer is the process of metal from one surface sticking to another after a series of triboprocesses. Commonly, adhesive wear and metal transfer are mistakenly associated to be the same
thing. This is in error because adhesive wear describes a class of wear mechanisms such as
surface fatigue [1], delamination [2], and ratcheting [3] that are directly caused by two-body
adhesive interactions between the surfaces. Metal transfer is a three-body process and has been
described by a process known as Mutual Material Transfer [4]. Mutual Material Transfer is a
successful description of metal transfer for the following reasons: it describes why some wear
debris are multi-particle some are not, why there is a limit to the size of wear debris that gets
transferred, and indirectly why microgrooves are seen trailing deposited wear debris. A
description of the process is illustrated in Figure 1. Central to the process is the formation and
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combining of so-called ‘wear-elements’. A wear-element is generated during a wear event
involving either delamination, surface fatigue, or ratcheting. The wear elements from one surface
form on the opposing surface and act like an asperities. Since contact occurs at asperities there is
a chance another wear-element will attach to the previously created wear-element leading to
growth. It’s important to note that wear elements from both surfaces are created, but the wear
elements from the harder surface tend to be smaller than the ones formed on the softer surface
due to the higher energy requirements to form them [5]. The wear elements continue to combine
until a critical size is reached. As the debris grows, it also obstructs the sliding surfaces. The wear
debris is forced to transmit shear and normal forces between the surfaces. When the shear
obstruction force overcomes the debris-adhesive-force to the surface, the debris is swept away
from the wear track. If the wear debris can transmit these loads without breaking apart ploughing
can take place. The ploughing provides an additional component of adhesion through mechanical
keying6, and should allow the debris to be built-up to larger sizes without being swept away from
the surface. According to the original model, ploughing was never considered. This is the reason
multi-particle, transferred wear debris (some studies refer red to transferred wear debris as
transfer layers) cannot grow indefinitely.

In studies measuring wear debris-size the load [9], sliding speed [7], surface roughness [8], and
wear rate [9] correlated to the debris-size for a given primary wear mechanism. However, wear
rate generally depends on load, sliding speed, and surface roughness through some complex
relationship, which means generally debris size should globally depend on wear-rate. Since the
amount of transferred metal is proportional to the wear rate the debris-size should have a same
relationship to the metal transfer amount scaled by a constant.

Figure 2 illustrates the

relationship between volumetric metal transfer and metal coverage area on the surface for a series
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of single-pass, pin-on-disk aluminum metal transfer studies using N-implanted and un-implanted
ISF steel samples. The quadratic relationship is due to other factors that influence wear-rate
because the load, sliding speed; surface roughness’s were controlled throughout the study. It’s
likely that the quadratic relationship is attributed directly to the wear mechanism and the
subsequent debris growth process. Note that the slope represents the mean transferred Al height,
which should be proportional to the mean debris height. Thus, the mean debris height increased
with volumetric metal transfer amount. Secondary electron imaging revealed that the primary
wear mechanism was due to delamination. It is assumed that as long as the wear mechanism
doesn’t change, all the data generated in this study follows this trend because the load, sliding
speed, and surface roughness’s were controlled.

Figure 1: An illustration of the Mutual Material Transfer process. Illustration was taken from
Sasada [4].
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Figure 2: Relationship between volumetric transfer and area coverage. Data was taken from Nimplanted and un-implanted ISF Steel Al metal transfer studies. The pin was 1100 Al and the
plate was ISF steel. The volumetric metal transfer was determined by weighing the plates before
and after the wear test using a microbalance. The area transfer was determined by averaging the
product of the mean red pixel intensity, and the total number of red-pixels from five Al-Kα EDS
maps on each wear track (dividend). This was referenced to the product of the mean red pixel
intensity and the total number of red pixels taken from an EDS map on 1100-Al pin material
(divisor). The quotient was multiplied by the area of the EDS map to get the coverage area.

Adhesive wear typically occurs when a lubricant and/or surface film breaks down during sliding.
However, depending on the situation adhesive wear goes by other names. When semi-stagnant
sliding motion occurs, such as in the interaction gear teeth, adhesive wear is referred to as
fretting. The term scuffing is used to indicate the occurrence of adhesive wear due to the
breakdown of lubrication. Early in-situ wear studies in high vacuum [10] emphasized the
importance of the native oxide films in providing protection against adhesive wear. Feng [11]
introduced the concept of plastic roughening, which created the picture of shear bands being
responsible for breaking up the native oxide layer. Figure 3 shows an illustration of shear bands
created during the contact of two surfaces. The shear bands rupture the oxide film, and discrete
steps of oxide-free metal form at the surface. Metal on metal contact is initiated at these discrete
points. Consequently, it is the tensile strength of the oxide that primarily determines the initial
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wear rate [12]. The thickness of the oxide should also play a role in that oxide films fail by the
bending created by dislocation pile-up along the shear bands (Figure 5b); the thicker oxide film
would be able to support a larger bending moment. In the present study, the contact is expected
to be fully plastic for the Al half, which means shear bands readily form and break up the oxide.
The Fe half of the contact is likely semi-plastic or fully elastic due to the near-surface hardness of
the implanted Fe. In this case, the severity of the adhesive wear is limited by the breakdown of
the iron oxide. The effect of nitrogen ion-implantation on the knoop hardness (HK) vs. load
profile is illustrated in Figure 4; the HK decreases with load because a larger fraction of the
implanted layer is being sampled. As expected, the 2g HK also increases asymptotically with
dose. Increasing the implantation energy also increased the HK hardness profile. It is also evident
that cold-working prior to implantation doesn’t have a direct additive effect with the hardening
from implantation due to the smaller difference in HK between the 100% cold-worked and nonworked implanted samples at 2g (≈70 HK) rather compared to 200g (≈225 HK). The iron-oxide
film at the surface is likely broken-up through a reduction reaction with the exposed Al metal at
the steps formed by the shear bands. An illustration of this process is given in Figure 5b. The
breakdown of the native iron-oxide film was simulated using ab-initio molecular dynamics [13].
The results were consistent with the standard reaction enthalpy -846 KJ/mol. A local temperature
of 3000K was simulated. The results of the simulation indicated that the reaction product was
amorphous alumina that detached from the melted Al. It is likely that the amorphous-alumina|Feoxide interface is much weaker than the Fe|Fe-oxide interface, which results in detachment and
removal after formation. This repeated process eventually results in Fe|Al contact resulting in
strong adhesive bonding, which allows for effective force transfer between the surfaces.
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Figure 3: Illustration of shear bands being created by sliding contact during a pin-on-disk test. S1 and S2 denote
5
different sets of shear bands (Hase ).

Figure 4a (left): Effect of dose on Knoop hardness using a 2 gram load.
2
Figure 4b (middle): Knoop hardness vs. load for the implanted (2e17 ions/cm at 100kV) samples in the rolled/unrolled conditions.
2
Figure 4c (right): The effect of implantation energy on Knoop hardness vs. load for the 2e17 ions/cm implants.
Figure 6c (right):
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Figure 5: Illustration of the breakdown of oxide layers. a) In situations where plasticity takes place,
dislocation pile-up underneath the oxide-film creates a bending moment that can fracture the film.
After fracturing, the shear-bands penetrate through the film exposing fresh Al. b) Ab-initio molecular
dynamics simulation of reaction of Al with Fe2O3. Images a toe are taken in 5 ps intervals. The
reaction product was amorphous alumina that detached from the melted Al. Assuming that the
amorphous alumina is removed by repeated rubbing; this process eventually results in Fe|Al contact
resulting in strong adhesive bonding. Figure taken from [13]

The metal on metal adhesive energy can be described by the Young-Dupre equation:
(1)

Where Wab is the work of adhesion between surfaces a and b. γa, γb, and γab are the surface
energies between surface- a and air, surface-b and air, surface-a and surface-b. The force of
adhesion is the first derivative of (1) with respect to distance. Based on Density Functional
Theory (DFT) calculations, the working distance is 3 Å. with an adhesive energy of ≈0.1eV/Å 2.
DFT performs simulations in a vacuum such that γa and γb are much higher in this environment
due to the absence of chemical adsorption effects on the free-surfaces. In air, the adhesive energy
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should be less. γab can be estimated using contact angle tests [14], film adhesion tests [15], or
DFT [16]. Originally, γab was described in terms of the mutual solubility’s of the two elements
[17]. This was based on the argument that the more negative the heat of mixing the stronger the
bonding at the surface, which was found to be not true for some systems such Fe-Pb and Fe-Pt
[10]. There are three major reasons for this discrepancy. The measured adhesive force depends on
the real contact area, which is different for different material hardness combinations. The
solubility of an element in a matrix is also a function of the strain energy produced by the
impurity, which isn’t a factor in bimetallic adhesion. Finally, the oxide films on the surfaces are
different for different materials- for instance precious metals like gold resist low temperature
oxidation. The other issue is that the nature of the bond at the interface may be different that in
the bulk. For instance, the ionic character of the Fe-Al interfacial bond is highly directional. This
is illustrated in Figure 6. Unfortunately, no reliable generalization on the adhesion trends
between various metals can be made due to the complexity of the phenomena.

Figure 6: Electron density difference plot of the {100}Fe| {100}Al interface using DFT. The scale bar
3
3
range is Blue: -0.23 e-/Å and Red: 0.08 e-/ Å . This plot illustrates the directionality of the bonding;
the charge density becomes highly localized at the interface, which is likely the reason for the strong
bonding at the interface
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Wear rates are governed by the real contact area as described by the Archard wear equation:

(2)

Where V/x is the wear-rate and W/H (load/hardness) is the real contact area for full plastic
contact. In order to evaluate the real contact area for rough surfaces, the contact conditions for
two randomly rough surfaces are simplified by modeling the contacting surfaces as one rough
surface with an equivalent roughnessa in contact with a rigid, flat surface. In addition, a reduced
elastic modulusb is calculated for the surface. Models estimating the real contact area based on
elastic contact conditions have two different outcomes depending on surface profiles used. For
uniform-height asperity peaks, the real contact area is proportional to W2/3, however for
exponentially distributed peak-heights known as the Greenwood-Williamson model [18] real
contact area is proportional to W. The major reason for the different outcomes is that in the first
case, the number of contact spots is constant with W, but in the second case, the number of
contacting spots is directly proportional W. These two models represent extremes in possible
contact conditions. Another Greenwood-Williamson [18] model using Gaussian peak-height
distribution concluded that the real contact area is proportional to W up to a certain load then
becomes non-linear. In fact, modern elastic contact models [19] for rough surfaces describe the
real contact area as proportional to load below a critical limit where the number of contacting

a
b

(

)

; Where θ1 and θ2 are the RMS values of surfaces 1 and 2.

The reduced modulus is defined by:

; where Er is the reduced modulus. E and v are the

Young’s Modulus and Poisson's Ratio respectively.
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spots is proportional to W and the mean pressure at the contacting spots is the same. Above the
critical limit, asperity deformation dominates the real contact area, and the mean pressure at the
contacting spots varies. The transition from elastic to plastic contacting conditions is described by
the plasticity indexc, which is derived from the Greenwood-Williamson model for exponentially
distributed peak heights by setting the mean asperity pressure to that required for yielding a
spherical asperity against a flat surface. When the plasticity index is greater than one, full-plastic
contact is established. Note that the plasticity index is not a function of load, which is a
consequence of using the Greenwood-Williamson model to derive it. In our studies, we
determined plasticity index values well over one due to the hardness of aluminum. Hence, for
determining real contact area the W/H expression is used. A possible argument against the W/H
expression is that the contact area may be a function of the hardness of the harder material. In the
current study, the ISF steel was flat rolled to different reductions in order to evaluate the impact
of the harder materials hardness, and the volumetric wear rates were determined for single pass
experiments. Figure 7 illustrates our results. There was very little change in the rider wear-rate as
the hardness increased. According to (2), the small changes in the wear rate came from changes in
the real contact area assuming that the wear mechanism doesn’t change, which is appropriate
because the surface finish, load, speed, and environment were controlled throughout the test. It
can be concluded that under these series of tests changing the hardness of the ISF steel only had a
small impact on the real contact area. Hence, the W/H expression is appropriate.

c

The plasticity index is defined by:

[ ]

where θ is the equivalent roughness and Rr is the reduced

radius of curvature of the contacting points (1/Rr = 1/R1 + 1/R2) , and H is the hardness of the softer
material.
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Figure 7: A plot of a 1100 Al pin wear as a function of ISF steel hardness. The ISF steel was coldrolled to various hardness values, ground using 600-grit paper, chemically polished in a HF/H2O2 +
th
H2O solution, and then single-pass, pin-on-disk tested against a 1/8 diameter 1100 Al ball. A 3 lbs
load was used along with a 15.7” sliding distance. The pins were weighed before and after the
wear test on a microbalance with a +/- 4 µg accuracy.

The wear mechanism by which wear elements form govern the measured friction coefficient. In
our studies, wear elements were primarily formed by delamination. This is not to be confused
with plastic ratcheting [3], which produces similarly shaped debris. However, plastic ratcheting is
a failure mode that relies on plastic deformation and the extrusion of wear debris through the
harder surfaces asperities. As such, it should not be prevalent in this study due to the low RMS
values of the surfaces. A schematic of the delamination process is provided in Figure 8. During
the process, the size of the asperities continues to decrease leading to smaller and smaller
plasticity index values until elastic contact occurs. Once this occurs the wear rate substantially
decreases. Suh [2] derived an expression for the wear rate of a material undergoing delamination:
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(

)

(3)

b is the Bruggers Vector of the delaminating material. K is a constant that depends on the surface
topology. σf is the friction stress for a dislocation. G is the shear modulus of the material. ν is the
Posson’s ratio. XO is the sliding distance required to produce a delaminated fragment. W is the
applied load. In the model, it was assumed that a wear fragment formed from plastic rupturing,
and the deformation was made up of many plastically sheared layers. The validity of (3) is
debatable [20] since the real contact area isn’t explicitly included, and gross assumptions were
made about the size of the delaminated particle - it was assumed that a soft “low dislocation
density zone” near the surface was responsible for the sheared layer plasticity and after a certain
number of formed layers, a delaminated particle formed. The layer size was a reasonable
assumption considering the stress-field produced by a dislocation near a surface is reduced,
however as Batesd pointed out micro-crack depth should ultimately be responsible for
delaminated particle size.

Phenomenologically, what this expression is saying is that any

obstructions to dislocation motion (σf) will decrease the size of delaminated fragment and hence
the wear rate (V/X). In addition, larger shear stresses acting on the subsurface dislocations (bG
term in the numerator) result in larger fragments as the stresses during sliding are a result of
displacement controlled boundary conditions.

Generally, there is no effective model based on theory that can relate wear rate to friction, and
any proposed model must be looked at with scutiney. In Suh’s later work [22] he derived a
d

See Comments on “The delamination theory of wear” as published in Wear Volume 28,1974, Pages 141142
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phenomenological expression relating friction to wear rate. Figure 9 illustrates conceptually what
occurs during delamination. It was assumed that the plastic work during the process dominated
the energy dissipation or friction, and the energy involved in creating a new surface was
neglected. This assumption is likely true for a highly ductile material like aluminum. A
delaminated fragment formed once an asperity endured a certain number of shear stress cycles as
displayed in Figure 9. Assuming that the total plastic strain εp per cycle is approximately equal
to the total strain the phenomenological expression is:

(

)[

]

(4)

Figure 8: The process of delamination. During the break-in period 1-4, the wear rate is at
its highest. After the surface is broken in the wear rate decreases and larger forces are
required to generate delaminated debris. Taken from Said Jahamir’s thesis [21]

The above expression states that the friction coeficient is directly proportional to the wear rate:
(V/Xo). The plastic work term: σy[εo-αδ/2) and the load term: 1/W. εo is the total plastic strain at
the surface, and the [εo-αδ/2] term describes the strain profile. Be aware that this expression
cannot be used to model a real wear experiment because the thicknesses of the delaminated wear
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elements (δ) are not constant. At best you can assume an average value for δ. In addition, strain
profile [εo-αδ/2] will have to be assumed.

Figure 9: An illustration of the process of friction generation through the delamination wear
mechanism. (left) δ represents the thickness of the delaminated fragment whose creation began
with a subsurface crack. Friction is due to a combination of the fracturing of the fragment and the
th
sub-surface deformation. (right) Shear stress vs. shear strain loading history. Each i cycle denotes
an individual asperity interaction. Note that the plastic strain increment εp is much smaller than the
total strain ε. (Suh)

Another component of friction is junction growth [23]. In Suh’s wear models on delamination he
neglected junction growth, which may be reasonable in harder alloys. A good way to view
junction-growth is to observe the asperities in Figure 8, but instead of the topmost material
shearing off the stress is transmitted below the root of the asperities resulting in gross
deformation of the asperities and larger contact areas. Junction growth does not involve wear
element formation, but it is associated with large amounts of friction and creates stick-slip
conditions [23,24].Stick-slip conditions are associated with large amounts of noise in the friction
trace. During the sticking-phase junction-growth dominates the measured COF and during the
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slipping-phase delamination or some other material damaging process dominates the COF. The
measured COF is some linear combination of the two processes based on the relative fraction of
the two processes occurring. Junction growth is described using the plane-stress yield Von-Mises
yield relationship:

(5)

α is a factor that takes into account the error associated with using a two-dimensional stress state.
This constant will vary depending on the material from 3 to 25. When there is a shear stress, the
required normal force to deform an asperity reduces. However, films on the surface reduce the
amount of shear stress that transmits. The friction coefficient contribution from junction growth is
expressed as:

(

)

(6)

In the derivation of (6) Tabor set α=9 and defined k as the ratio of the shear strength at the
interface to that of the bulk. Figure 10 illustrates (6) rearranged such that the friction coefficient
is plotted against contact area. It is apparent that junction growth can have an extremely large
effect on the friction coefficient if significant adhesion takes place.

Reflecting on both junction growth and delamination friction-generating mechanisms, it is
apparent that the plastic deformation involved in delamination is concurrent with that in junction
growth. Therefore, there isn’t a way to separate the two mechanisms (i.e. µ ≠ µ delamination + µjunction
growth).

Whether junction growth or delamination will dominate the friction coefficient depends on
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the near-surface defect level in the delaminating surface. For example, a defect-free surface is
expected to undergo junction-growth. This would be evident in the noise in the friction trace
because stick-slip conditions are required for junction growth, but not for delamination as
described by Suh. The other component of friction is the abrasive component. The maximum
abrasive wear rate is described by the following relationship:

( ⁄ )

( )

(6)

Hsoft is the hardness of the softer material, and tan(θ) is the height/width of the harder materials
asperities. The latter quantity is determined through profilometry. Due to the surface preparation
in this study of the wear test pieces, the maximum abrasive wear rate is between 8x10-7 to 1x10-6
cm3/cm, which is one to two orders of magnitude lower than largest the determined wear ratessee Figure 7. This means that the abrasion wear mechanisms are negligible compared to the
adhesive mechanisms.

Figure 10: Plot of the friction coefficient vs. fraction of contact area growth. The effect of surface
films in reducing the friction is apparent. Taken from Tabor [23]
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2.2

Low Temperature Oxidation

Low temperature oxidation is often described as oxidation taking place below 300-400˚C. In this
oxidation regime, the rate of oxidation is limited by the cation or anion diffusion through the thin
oxide film. What makes low temperature oxidation unique is that during the initial 10 3 – 104
seconds the growth rate is extremely rapid. The rapid growth during this period is facilitated by
the electric field created by the Mott potential (Figure 11a). The mechanism by which the species
diffuse through the oxide depends entirely on the types of defects permitted in the oxide. N- type
defect oxides have defect structures consisting of anion vacancies and cation interstitials. P-type
defect oxides have cation vacancy and anion interstitial defect structures. These defect structures
are important because they also increase the electrical conductivity in the oxide, which is
necessary for oxide growth. The Mott-Cabrera [25] description of low-temperature oxidation is
still used today. The growth-law starts out having an inverse-logarithmic dependence and ending
with a logarithmic dependence. During the inverse logarithmic oxide growth phase the oxide film
growth is limited by the ionic transport through the oxide film. The ionic transport is aided by the
Mott-field, which decays as the film gets thicker due to the 1/thickness dependence of electric
field. Eventually the oxide thickness becomes a linear function of log10(t). This is called the
logarithmic growth phase. The growth rate during this phase is controlled by electron tunneling
through the oxide. It’s important to note that during this whole process the charge-transport
equilibrium is maintained according the described model: one electron is transported across the
film for every cation transported such that space-charge neutrality is enforced. Figure 11b
illustrates the growth of a thin film for different Mott-Potential values. The figure illustrates
inverse logarithmic growth; the growth-rate of the film rapidly decays until no measureable
change in the film thickness can be ascertained over short time intervals. For iron surfaces, the
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reported final thicknesses of the native oxide formed in air within 24 hrs. is between 2- 5nm [26].
We measured a 7.3 nm oxide thickness for un-implanted samples using a sputtering-rate constant
as determined by the SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter) [27] software package. The
physical structure of the passive oxide film, sometimes called the LAMM phase [28], is
qualitatively similar to magnetite (Fe3O4) based on diffraction peak positions, but the structure of
magnetite fails to describe the LAMM phases measured structure factors. Based on current
research, it is assumed that the LAMM phase has the Fe3O4 with cation vacancies (p-type oxide)
on the octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Based on DFT calculations [29], the film is also semiconducting.

Figure 11a (left): Band diagram representing the energy levels of electrons involved in the low
temperature oxidation process. A potential is created due to the differences in the highest occupied
electron energy levels between the substrate and the gas phase: φ0- φL.
Figure 11b (right): Plot of thin-film growth vs log(t). The different curves represent different Mott
potentials. The potentials (in eV) for curves 1-4 are 0, -0.25, -0.50, and -0.75. The dashed line
represents a potential of +0.1. As can be observed, the Mott-potential facilitates the rapid formation
of a film. Taken From A. Vlad unpublished document [30].

Mott-Cabrera expressed the thin film growth-rate as:
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⁄

(7)

ue is a function of oxidation temperature and pressure, but a slow function of oxide thickness. X 1f
is a characteristic distance depending on contact potential difference and temperature. Notice that
cation/anion concentration isn’t factor in (7). In fact, the rate controlling terms are a function of
the energy barrier between the metal|metal-oxide interface [31], which is reduced by the electric
field created by the Mott-potential. The limiting thickness of an oxide film as defined by Mott
(dX/dt = 10-5 Ang/s) is:

(8)

The limiting thickness increases with Mott-Potential (V), charge on the migrating species, and
temperature. The thickness decreases as the temperature decreases, and as the energy barrier
between the metal|metal-oxide interface increases (W). Throughout these series of tests, the
temperature is assumed constant. The generation of vacancy defects through radiation damage or
doping (see below) will be manifested in the measured value of W because it is well known that
increasing the vacancy defect concentration lowers the effective activation energy. The activation
for substitutional diffusion is the sum of the migration energy and the formation energy of the
vacancy, however if there are quenched-in vacancies such that NV = NV0 +exp[ΔGf/kt] the
diffusivity will have two components with two different effect activation energies: one that does
e

(
). uo is a constant taken to be 104 cm/s. W is
Mott-Cabrera originally defined u as
defined as the heat of solution + activation energy required for a metal ion to be incorporated into a
metal-oxide from the base metal. k is Boltzmann’s Constant. T is the temperature in Kelvin.
f
Mott-Cabrera originally defined X1 as
. q is the charge of the migrating species. V is the
'
electronic potential energy difference on either side of the oxide film. a is the jump distance from the
metal to metal-oxide.
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not depend on the formation energy and one that does. As a result, the formation energy
independent term will dominate the other term if the quenched in concentration (NV0) is large
enough. In this case, the effective activation energy would solely depend on the migration energy
[32]. Assuming that a’ and q do not change with implantation dose, for a given implanted species
V and W can be determined by regression.

Ion implantation has been used enhance the formation of the native oxide of metals as described
in the review by Galerie [33]. The enchantment of oxidation is separated into two primary effects:
radiation damage and doping related. Radiation damage enhanced oxidation is due to vacancy
production, which facilitates anion/cation diffusion. Doping related effects are more complicated
because depending on the growth mechanism ion implantation can enhance or hinder oxide film
growth. As described above, oxides are classified by their primary defect structure. For example,
Fe2O3 has an n-type defect structure. In regards to doping effects, for n-type defect oxides such as
Fe2O3 the only real hindrance to oxidation could come from diffusion path blocking by secondary
phases produced via ion implantation. The benefits to oxidation rely on the enhancement of the
oxide nucleation rate and equilibrium vacancy concentration through exploitation of the Hauffe
valance rules [34]. According to these rules, incorporating over/under charged anions or cations
into n-type or p-type metal oxides can alter the vacancy count based on the requirement of spacecharge neutrality. For instance, incorporating a -3 charged anion into Fe2O3 will increase the
amount of anion vacancies.

The other important oxide at low temperatures is Fe 3O4 (p-type

defect structure: cation vacancies, anion interstitials), and like Fe 2O3 the most important doping
effect is enhanced oxide nucleation on secondary phases. Naguib [35] studied the effect of
nitrogen, carbon, and boron implantation on the low temperature oxidation rate and oxide film
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thickness of copper. Through ‘oxide doping’, those implanted elements were able to change the
oxidation rate copper with nitrogen/ boron decreasing and carbon increasing the oxidation rate.

Oxidation occurring on a tribo-surface and wear debris is known as tribo-oxidation. There is
evidence of ion implantations direct link to enhancement of oxidative wear. An example for the
improvement in wear properties via oxidation enhancement is given in Dearnaley’s review [36],
which reported that ion implantation of certain transition metal elements have been shown to
improve the oxide resilience during high-temperature fretting wear tests where otherwise severe
adhesive wear would take place because the protective oxide would rub away leading to metalon-metal contact. , Tarkowski [37] showed that the test atmosphere could affect the tribological
effectiveness of nitrogen-implanted iron when slid against a tungsten-carbide ball after many
cycles. In particular, it was demonstrated that no significant difference in wear characteristics
between implanted and un-implanted were observed in argon atmosphere or vacuum wear tests,
while tests in oxidizing environments showed that nitrogen implanted surfaces lowered friction
coefficients after many cycles. Hale [38] proved that nitrogen implantation enhanced the tribooxidation of SAE 3135 steel pins and disks through depth profiles on the implanted, worn
surface. The reduction in wear was attributed to the enhanced tribo-oxidative properties of
implanted surfaces. In general, increasing mechanical integrity [39] of the oxide will inhibit
metal-on-metal contact and sustain oxidative wear.

2.3

Surface Modification by Ion Implantation

Ion implantation became popular with the semiconductor industry in the 1970s for the purposes
of doping Si/Ge wafers. By the 1980s, researchers began investigating this technique for the
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purposes of improving the tribological properties of surfaces. Ion implantation has the advantage
over other surface modification techniques in that the amount of alloying element added to the
near surface region of the material isn't limited by thermodynamics or diffusion. Cu which is
insoluble in Fe, can be implanted into the surface and go on to form metastable Cu-Fe clusters
[40] or insoluble Ag | Fe multilayers can be mixed [41]. Depending on the size of the implanted
ion and kinetic energy penetration depths over 1500 Ang. can be achieved. This process does
damage the surface of the material due to knock on damage, but this damage can be healed (if
necessary) by a subsequent annealing procedure. In addition, during implantation vacancy defects
can be healed if a displaced atom is nearby. This technique has successfully modified metallic
surfaces for reducing friction/wear when tested against a harder counter material [42,43,and 44].
Very little research, however, has been done on targeting ion implantation for specifically
reducing adhesive wear when both surfaces are metallic and the implanted surface is the harder
material.

Prior to implantation the sample surfaces are polished either mechanically or electrolytically.
Preferably, chemical or electropolishing is performed because a mechanical damage layer from
grinding could be present. The implantation process is illustrated in Figure 12a. Ions are created
in the ion-source. A more detailed overview of the source is provided in Figure 12b. A source
material is injected into the ion. The source material can be solid or gas. If the source material is a
gas (10-1 to 10-4) Torr the gas directly ionizes through electron-impact-ionization. If the source is
a solid typically a reactive-gas, such as chlorine, is needed to get the solid element into the gas
phase. Electrons heat up the tungsten-filament (2-4 V). This facilitates thermionic emission
between the filament (cathode) and the arc chamber wall (anode). A magnetic field causes the
electrons to move in a helical path providing a larger path length. Electron impact ionization
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results in a distribution of charged particles. For instance, nitrogen gas can get ionized to N +, N2+,
and N2+. However, the primary charged particle for this source material is N+. Plasma is created
around the filament comprising of the charged particles. The charged species are extracted from
the source by applying a potential (several kV) between the arc chamber (cathode) and the
extraction plates. A particular charged species is selected by bending (Lorentz force) the charged
species through a 90-degree turn by a magnet. The charged species are selected based on their
effective masses (charge x atomic weight). The applied electric current controls the field. Figure
13 shows an example of selected ion species (for different source materials) for different
magnetic currents. Obviously, singly charged heavier elements require a stronger magnetic field
and there is a practical limitation of what can be selected based on equipment. Figure 12c
provides a potential profile that a positively charged species experiences. Notice that an electron
suppression plate is provided ahead of the magnet. The purpose of the plate is to keep secondary
electrons from being accelerated back into the ion-source. After the ion is selected in the magnet,
it is accelerated down a pre-set potential drop to near relativistic speeds. The ion-beam is then
condensed and focused. Then the ion beam is rastered over the sample.

Example calculated profiles are given in Figure 14. Figure 14a gives a SRIM (Stopping Range
of Ions in Matter) [27] simulation of a N+ implanted profile into Fe at 100kV. SRIM is a MonteCarlo code that calculates scattering events based on the scattering cross-section between the
knock-on atom and the impacting ion. The scattering cross-section for an ion scattering angle
between θ and θ + d θ is defined as the probability for such an event to occur (Po[θ ,θ +d θ]) in a
single knock-atom and ion system. For elastic scattering events, the amount of momentum
transmitted to the knock-on atom is directly related to the scattering angle: the higher the
scattering angle the more force transmitted. Secondary electron production and other ionizing
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events contribute to the inelastic energy losses resulting from ion knock-atom collisions. The
probability of a θ to θ + d θ scattering event, P[θ ,θ +d θ], also depends on the atomic density of
the simulated knock-atoms such that P[θ ,θ +d θ] in a solid is given by C(ρ) P o[θ ,θ +d θ] where
C(ρ) is the cross-sectional area fraction, which is a function of density. The range of the ion is the
depth of the ion penetration at which it attains zero momentum. Figure 14b illustrates a
experimental depth profiles using Auger Electron Spectroscopy at 3 kV. The average ion range
predicted by SRIM and the peak concentration as determined using depth profiling were within
100 Å of each other illustrating the usefulness of modeling using SRIM.

Quite frequently, the

beam-currents are controlled in order to reduce the heating that occurs during implantation. The
heating results from the kinetic energy being imparted to the implanted surface. The sudden
deceleration of the ion causes a “thermal spike” in the affected region resulting in local
temperatures exceeding the melting temperature of the material [45]. Surface heating is the result
of the numerous thermal spikes. Figure 15 shows the results of a ion-implantation heating model
that assumes a uniform temperature distribution and energy loss through block-body radiation.
The model shows that the sample temperature only rises to a maximum of approximately 120˚C
even at the highest practical implantation current of 150 mA. This means that sample heating is
negligible in terms of diffusion. The mean diffusion length, √Dt, is under 4 Å below 100C for
nitrogen and essentially zero for iron. These predictions are in line with the results of Figure 14b
in which the nitrogen depth profile displayed a sharp nitrogen concentration peak; if significant
diffusion took place the peak should be less pronounced.
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Figure 12: The process of ion-implantation
(a,left): A schematic of the process of ion
implantation
(b, botton-left) An illustration of the Freeman ion
source.
(c, bottom) The potential energy profile that a
positive ion experiences during ion implantation.
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Figure 13 (left): Example ion beam currents for various
implanted elements. Note that the ion beam currents
are normalized for a given implanted species.
Figure 14a (bottom,left): SRIM simulation of the ion
range distribution for N+ implanted into Fe at 100kV.
Figure 14b (bottom,right):AES depth profile 2e17
2
ions/cm at 100kV N+ implantation. Electron beam
energy used was 3 kV.
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Figure 15: Sample heating as a function of ion current and time.

2.4

An Overview of DFT

Ab-initio modeling is a powerful modeling tool. These models require no adjustable parameters;
meaning that they can be carried out without the need of experimental data. This brand of
modeling involves solving the Multi-electron Schrödinger Equation for a given system. Due to
the high computational resource requirements of this task, the Schrödinger Equation was
reformulated by Kohn. The result was Density Functional Theory, which is less computationally
intensive than solving the Schrödinger Equation in its raw form. The output of an ab-initio
simulation is a set of energies for each electron in the system. The total energy of the system is
the sum of the electronic energies plus some reference value. It is important to state that these
calculations are carried out at 0 0K, meaning that the electrons have no thermal energy. Material
properties such as heats of formation, surface energies, lattice parameters, and elastic moduli are
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readily calculated from ab-initio calculation. When the calculations are performed correctly, the
calculated values match up well with the experimentally determined ones.

The Schrödinger Equation for a many body molecular orbital problem is :

(9)

Φ(x,R) is the many-body wave function depending on the coordinates of nuclei (R) and the
electrons (x). TN and Te are the kinetic energies of the nuclei and electrons respectfully. V ee is the
electron-electron interaction potential including any repulsion (classical electrostatic) or attraction
forces (quantum mechanical forces). VNN is the Madelung energy, which is repulsive for likecharged nuclei and attractive for oppositely charged nuclei. V Ne is the electron-nuclei interaction
potential. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation decouples the electrons and nuclei in the many
body wave-function such that: Φ(x,R) = Ψ(x,R)χ(R). The basis behind this approximation is that
the electrons move so much more quickly than the nuclei, that on a relevant time scale the nuclei
can be assumed to be frozen in place. After decoupling, the Schrödinger Equation can be written
as:
(10a)
(10b)

Unless molecular dynamics is being performed, TN is neglected, which means the Madelung
energy is solely responsible for the total ionic energy. The focus in static calculations is to solve
(10a).
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Solving the Schrödinger Equation for a molecular system has two main approaches: Hartree-Fock
theory [46] and DFT [47]. Hartree-Fock theory solves the Schrödinger Equation by representing
the many-body wave function as a Slater Determinant [48] of the molecular orbitals; the wave
function is a function of the coordinates of all the electrons. This allows the exchange energy to
be calculated directly, however correlation effects are entirely neglected.
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The first term (11a) from the left is the kinetic energy. The second term is the ion-electron
interaction. The third term is the classical electron-electron repulsion interaction or the Hartreeinteraction term. The fourth term is the exchange-energy, which is quantum mechanical in nature
and has no classical analog. (11b) gives the total energy of the system, which is the sum of the
energies of each molecular orbital j (first term) corrected by a term (second term) that removes
the double counting in the electron-electron interactions. The summations in (11a) (2nd and 3rd
terms), double count the electron-electron interactions. According to Koopmans theorem [49], the
molecular orbital energy is defined as the energy to add (-ε) or remove (+ε) an electron from the
system. The exchange energy arises from the anti-symmetry requirement of the multi-electron
wave function. The anti-symmetry requirement enforces the Pauli Exclusion Principal such that
if φA (electron 1) → φB (electron 2) for a given spatial coordinate (x,y,z) the many-electron
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wavefunction Ψ(x,y,z) → 0. For Fermions (particles that have two different spins ), Ψ(x,y,z) is
constrained to have two different forms. Note the that Ψ(x,y,z) can be decomposed into the
product of spatial component and spin component. For a singlet-state (all electrons are paired),
the spatial component of the wavefunction is symmetric, but the spin component is antisymmetric. For a triplet state (1 unpaired electron), the spatial component is anti-symmetric, but
the spin-component is symmetric. Equation (11) has the form of a generalized eigenvalue
problem, which solving involves expanding the j molecular orbitals within a parameterized basis
(φj = Σm=1i Cmj bm) where Cmj is a coefficient for basis function bm for the jth molecular orbitals.
This means that each molecular orbital is approximated by a basis set of i-terms, and will be
characterized by a unique array of Cmj coefficients for each jth orbital. Typically, the number of
basis terms greatly exceeds the number of molecular orbitals. After expanding the molecular
orbitals in (11) within the basis set and taking the overlap with each component in the basis
results in a matrix representation of the eigenvalue problem also known as the Hartree-FockRoothan [50] equations:

(12)

S or Smn (m,n ≤ i) is the overlap matrix between the basis components: S mn = <bm |bn >, which for
localized basis sets ends up being zero for many m,n combinations. Ck = Cij=k is the coefficient
array for each eigenvalue k. Note (k) is usually larger than the number of occupied molecular
orbitals (j) because the number of basis functions is greater than the number of occupied
molecular orbitals. The extra Ck arrays represent excited states in the absence of any exterior
forces on the electrons such as applied electric/magnetic fields. This fact becomes important
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when estimates of excited states need to be known or configuration interaction are performed.
The Fock matrix F or Fik contains all the necessary energy terms to determine the energy of
eigenstate εk and depends directly on the electronic density. This means an iterative approach
needs to be implemented to solve (12). This scheme is illustrated in Figure 13. The calculation is
initialized by inputting the number of atoms and positions, number of electrons, and basis
functions. The overlap matrices are determined and an initial electron density is determined. In an
iterative process, the Fock matrix is diagnolized through either Gaussian elimination or a
Conjugate Gradient approach [51]. Then the Ck coefficient arrays and εk are calculated. The
convergence loop is broke when the total energy of the system converges to within a certain
tolerance. The biggest problem for the Hartree-Fock method is the computational effort from the
computation of the integral terms in the Fock matrix [52], which semi-empirical methods such as
tight binding, CNDO, and INDO methods [53] attempt to alleviate.

Figure 16: Block diagram of the iterative
scheme to solve the Hartree-Fock Roothan
Equations.
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DFT is a re-mapping of the many-body problem to a single body problem. This saves on
computational cost due to the reduction in the number of integral evaluations. The electronic
many-body problem (10a) is reduced to a function of electronic density, n(r):

(13)

T[n] is the kinetic energy, the second term is the ion-electron density interaction energy, the third
term is the hartree-energy formulated in terms of electron density, and the last term is the
exchanged-correlation energy, which is approximated. The exchange-correlation and external
energies are the primary energy contributions that allow for bonding to occur. The electron
density if given by: n(r) =

Σj=1n <φj|φj>. Note that (13) is a ‘functional’ of electronic-density, a

functional is a relationship that gives a number (E[n]) for a given function (n{r}).

The Hohenburg-Kohn developed DFT by proving two theorems:


The many-body ground state is a function of electronic density n(r)



E[n] assumes a minimum values for the ground-state electronic density

The energy-functional can be re-written in terms of the molecular orbitals. Taking the variation of
the functional with respect to the molecular orbital function φj(r) allows gives:

[

]

(14)
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This results in a general eigenvalue problem similar to encountered in Hartee-Fock theory:
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(15)

The Hartree –energy integral, the 4th term, is done over the entire system. Vext and Vxc are the
internal (ion-electron) and exchange-correlation potentials respectively. It’s important to point
out that through the exchange-correlation potential, for spin-polarized systems, spin densities
only interact with spin densities of the same sign (up or down) because the Pauli-Exclusion
principal only applies to like-spin particles. In a spin polarized system (15) is separated into spinup and spin-down sets of equations where the only coupling between the two sets of equations is
through the hartree potential. For these systems, the external and exchange-correlation potentials
actually oppose one another because spin polarization requires electrons to be promoted to higher
energy orbits to avoid violating the Pauli Exclusion Principal and this gives the electron a higher
potential. However, larger electron densities of the same spin give lower exchange potentials. The
total energy of the system is similar to the Hartree-Fock total energy (11b):
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(16)

Note the correction for the double-counting in (15). The double counting occurs because the
electron density in (14) includes all the electrons in the system. When the Hartree interaction
energy is calculated with φj, φj experiences a Hartree-energy contribution from itself. The same
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reasoning applies to the exchange interaction. As with the Hartree-Fock method, the molecular
orbitals φj can be expanded in a set of basis-functions to enable a practical solution.

Most ab-initio codes used in the materials science community are so called “periodic codes”.
These codes implement periodic boundary conditions as a means to characterize the electronic
structures of crystals. Calculations are performed within a supercell. A supercell is the basic
repeating unit of the calculation that is defined by the user. A supercell can be as small as a
primitive unit cell or as large as many unit-cells combined. The basic limitation to the size of
unit-cell is the available computer memory. Central to determining the electronic structure of
periodic systems is the implementation of Bloch’s Theorem, which states that for any system with
a periodic potential (within the context of DFT this means a periodic external, Hartree, and
exchange-correlation potential) the electronic wave function can be expressed as:

( )

(17)

Equation (16) states that for a periodic system, the molecular orbital wavefunction is equal to a
periodic function uj(r) scaled by a complex wave eikr (=cos(kr)+i*sin(kr) ). k is the wave-vector.
Technically, only discrete values of the wave-vector are allowed due to the Born-von Karman
boundary conditions:
( )

(

)

(18)

These boundary conditions are applied in all periodic molecular-orbital calculations to make
calculations on large crystals possible. This puts constraints on the allowed values of k (= {πN}/L
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). Where N is the number of unit cells along one dimension. For an infinite lattice, the number of
allow k-values (or called k-points) is infinite. K-values have a range in magnitude from -π/a to
+π/a, which is referred to as the 1st Brillouin zone of the crystal. The 1st Brillouin zone of a
crystal is primitive unit-cell centered around the origin of the reciprocal lattice. For a given
molecular orbital (eg 1s), N different variants (for a 1D crystal) of that molecular orbital exists
each having the same uj(r), but different eikr components due to different k-values. The orbital
energy (εj,k) vs. k is usually plotted within the 1st Brillouin zone

It’s important to point out that

use of Bloch’s Theorem with the Born-von Karman boundary conditions reduces solving the
generalized eigenvalue problem for a N-atom x N-atom x N-atom (assuming 1 electron per atom
and 1 atom per primitive unit cell) to solving a single atom system N x N x N times. At first
glance, solving the generalized eigenvalue problem for a repeating system doesn’t seem to be
improved. However, the number of direct k-point evaluations can be reduced through symmetry
and integrating the (εj,k) vs. k plot at discrete points - Brillouin zone integration [54].

In plane-wave codes, the uj(r) function is expanded by plane-waves because it has the periodicity
of the supercell used in the simulation. Since uj(r) has a periodicity of the supercell, uj(r) =
uj(r+a), it can be expanded by a set of plane waves with the same periodicity (2πn / a, with n
being the total number of plane-waves ). The total number of plane waves is determined by
energy convergence requirements. The plane-wave expanded Bloch orbitals (16) are substituted
into (14), and after multiplying by the complex conjugate of each basis function the matrix form
of (14) results. As with the Hartree-Fock-Roothan equations, the Hamiltonian depends directly on
the solution and hence an iterative solution needs to be carried out.
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Figure 17: Block diagram of the
iterative scheme to solve the KohnSham Equations.
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3.0

Methodology

The methods used in this study are a combination of experimental and computational. Within this
section each procedure will be discussed separately. The individual subsections are divided up
into sample preparation, surface analysis, electron microscopy, profilometry, wear testing, and
molecular orbital computational methods.

3.1

Sample Preparation

The samples used for this experiment were Interstitial Free Steel (ISF) with a chemistry of (in Wt
%) 0.0014% C, 0.12% Mn, 0.034% Al, 0.038% Ti, and the balance Fe. The measured knoop
hardness (HK) of this material was 92 +/- 6 (Kgf/mm2). The 1100 Al had chemistry of (in Wt%)
0.05% Cu, 0.35% Fe, 0.25% Si, and the balance Al with a HK of 48 +/- 4 . The ISF Steel was
ground with 600 grit, and chemically polished using a 7% (by Vol.) HF solution with a balance of
a H2O2 (30% vol.)/H20 solution. The solution was kept at temperature between 25C-20C using
packed ice. The resulting finish (RMS) of the samples (as checked by an optical profilometer)
was between 0.01-0.08 µm when inspected over 50 µm lengths. The 1100 Al samples were
received in the form of 1/8” Dia. balls. Prior to testing, the samples were chemically polished by a
solution composed of 75% (by vol.) Phosphoric Acid, 5% Nitric Acid, and 20% H2O. The
temperature of the solution was kept between 200F-210F during the process. The resulting RMS
of the samples was between 0.05-0.11 µm when inspected over 50 µm lengths. Wearing gloves
during handling, and storing the samples in dry desiccators under 0.5-atm pressure controlled the
surface chemistry variation. Example profilometry scans are given in Figure 1. Note the pitting on
the surfaces, which is a common chemical polishing artifact.
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Figure 1: Optical profilometry scans at 1000x on the (a, top) chemically polished ISF steel surface
and (b, bottom) chemically polished 1100 Al 1/8” Dia. Ball.
Optical profilometry scan on chemically polished ISF steel.

3.2

Surface Characterization Techniques

Surface characterization techniques involve techniques that are sensitive to chemical/structural
changes within 100 nm or less from the surface. The techniques that will be discussed in this
section are Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), and
Glancing Angle X-ray Diffraction (GAXRD). A brief description of each technique will be given
along with the procedures used to collect the data.
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3.2.1

Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)

AES is a chemical detection technique that can detect changes to the surface to within 10
monolayers. The Auger electron generation process can be described in three steps: electron
impact ionization of an atoms core shell, the electronic relaxation, and the ejection of an Auger
electron from the atom. The energy of an Auger Electron is given by:
(1)

X, Y, and Z describe the quantum state of the electrons involved in the Auger process. φ is the
work function of the spectrometer, which is unique for that particular system. EX is the energy of
the core electron (X electron) that is removes through the process of electron impact ionization.
This creates an unstable electronic state in the ionized atom. In order to reduce the energy of
atom, electronic relaxation takes place by the Y electron dropping down and filling the X hole.
EY is the energy of the electron that fills the hole. In order for the Y electron to effectively reduce
its energy (EY → EYred) so that the reduced energy of the Y electron equals that of the X electron
(EYred = EX) both the kinetic and potential energy of the Y electron need to be reduced. One
potential mechanism is that the Y electron loses its potential energy and converts the potential
energy loss into kinetic energy. Next through a quantum mechanical process, the electron loses its
kinetic energy by creating a photon or causing another electron in the atom to eject by a 2-body
process. Needless to say, the Auger electron creation process is very complicated due to its manybody nature. U is a correction term for the changes in the orbital energies due to the creation of a
hole. The magnitude of U depends on the degree of localization of the X electron; the more
localized the X electron the greater the screening effect. Chemical shifts in the Auger electron are
also possible. For example, if through a chemical bond the atom becomes oxidized the X, Y, and
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Z electron energies could all shift by varying amounts, however if the shifts are approximately the
same amount (εshift) the chemical is - εshift assuming U is not affected.

The implantations were characterized using Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) with a PHI-590
Auger spectrometer with Ar ion beam depth profiling. The energy of electron probe was 3 kV and
the Ar ion beam energy was 1kV. The depth vs. sputtering time was estimated using the
following relationship:

(2)

k is the sputtering coefficient determined by a SRIM simulation, C is the ion current density, and
ρ is the atomic packing density. The current was controlled 100-80 nA, which when rastered over
a 1.5mm x 1.5mm area yields a sputtering rate of 2-3 Ang/s.

The atomic percent of the individual elements were evaluated using the peak-to-peak method by:

(3)

Where S is the sensitivity factor and I is the peak-to-peak height measured in the differentiated
spectrum. Note that only iron and the depth profiled species were taken into account in the
quantification process. The sensitivity factors were determined from the Handbook of Auger
Electron Spectroscopy. 3rd Edition. Physical Electronics.
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3.2.2

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS like AES is a surface characterization technique used the determine the chemical
information of the first 10 monolayers of the surface. XPS have the advantage over AES in that
binding energy shifts of the photoelectrons for a given molecular orbital give direct information
on the chemical state of the atom. Most spectrometers use the characteristic radiation of an
element for the x-rays. The binding energy of a photoelectron is defined by:

(4)

hυ is the product of Planks constant and the frequency of the radiation, which is the energy of the
photon. Ek is the detected energy of the photoelectron detected in the spectrometer. E N-1,kf is the
energy of the ionized atom with a hole in the k-shell in the final relaxed state. ENi is the energy of
the atom in the initial state.

A PHI-595 Multiprobe was used for XPS data collection with a Mg Kα x-ray source at 300W.
The retarding pass energy for the Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer (CMA) was 50eV for high
resolution scans and 100eV for rough surveys. Unless otherwise indicated the adventitious
carbon was used to reference the XPS peaks.

The software CasaXPS performed the peak

deconvolution.

3.2.3

Electron Spectrometer Used in AES and XPS
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The basic analyzer (Figure 2) consists of two concentric cylinders. The inner cylinder (radius R1)
is at ground potential, while a negative potential applied to the outer cylinder (radius R2). With
the sample point located on the common cylinder axis, the mean acceptance angle of the CMA is
defined by the position of an entrance slit in the inner cylinder, and the acceptance half angle is
defined by its acceptance width. An electron detector is positioned behind an aperture placed in
the focal plane of the CMA. The electron detector is typically a channeltron configuration. In this
configuration, the photoelectrons entering the detector create a multitude of secondary electron by
a series dynodes. The number of secondary electrons created is proportional to the kinetic energy
of the photoelectron.

Figure 2: An illustration of the Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer. This configuration is a called a double
pass configuration. R1 and R2 define the inner and outer cylindrical shell radii. The inner
cylindrical shell is kept at ground potential and the outer cylindrical shell electrical potential is
varied to select the kinetic energy of photoelectrons detected at the electron detector.
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The kinetic energy of the selected electron is determined by the potential applied to the outer
cylindrical shell. This energy is given by:

(

)

(5)

K is a characteristic constant for the spectrometer. V is the applied potential to the outer
cylindrical shell. The energy resolution of the CMA is determined by three factors: fundamental
line width of the characteristic radiation, the geometry of the detector, and the so called retarding
pass energy. The line with of characteristic radiation is on the order of 0.5 eV for Mg and Al. This
means that 0.5 eV is a fundamental limit on the energy resolution in a XPS survey. The geometry
of the CMA also determines the resolution because it controls angular spread (δα) of the electrons
in the analyzer. The geometry component of the resolution varies ≈ δα3. The retarding pass
energy slows the kinetic energy of the electrons as they enter the channeltron. This reduction in
kinetic energy increases the detection accuracy of the channeltron: each electron creates the same
amount of secondary electrons through the dynode cascade process, which increases the
resolution of the spectra because peak intensity is strictly proportional to photoelectron count.
The disadvantage to using low pass energies is that the signal to noise ratio is reduced.

3.2.4

Glancing Angle X-ray Diffraction (GAXRD)

X-ray diffraction is a characterization technique that can determine the structure of a material.
When x-ray radiation hits a material the electrons associated with the atoms in the material,
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interact with the radiation in such a way that the radiation is scattered elastically away from areas
of high electron density. Because areas of high electron density are near the atomic nuclei
diffraction is often modeled as x-rays spherically reflecting off the atoms, however x-rays don’t
interact with the atoms- they interact with electrons only. Typically, a lattice is described in terms
of lattice points with lattice parameters A = (A1, A2, A3), and a basis of atoms at each lattice point
with basis vectors R = (R1i, R2i, R3i) for each ith atom in the basis. If an incoming x-ray wave
with wave vector k gets scattered into wave vector k′, constructive interference occurs at a point
along k′ if |k- k′| = G where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. The reciprocal lattice vectors are
defined by the lattice parameters. The intensity of the peaks are described by the following
expression:

(6)

Where ψ is the spatial description of the wave and ψ* is its complex conjugate.

∑∑

(

)

(7)

Where Δk = k - k′. fi is the atomic scattering factor which depends primarily on atom type and
scattering angle. It is due to the scattering factor that the scattered intensity has an angular
dependence that as the scattering angle goes up the scattering factor decreases. The angular
dependence of the scattering is the reason the so-called ‘primary’ diffraction peaks of the
materials are at the lower angles.
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A Bruker D5005 diffractometer using a Cu X-ray tube performed GAXRD using a 1.5 deg. angle
of incidence. X-ray tubes work by heating a tungsten filament in a vacuum applying a voltage
between the filament (cathode) and, in this case, a copper plate (anode). The radiation generated
is characteristic of the plate material. The diffraction angle step size was 0.02° two-theta with
dwell time of 1.0 second. The scans performed in this study were taken over 8 hr. or longer
periods due to the poor signal to noise ratio. A low angle of incidence generates a “through beam”
artifact due to un-diffracted radiation passing over the surface. For the analysis of the diffraction
peaks this artifact was removed in the background.

GAXRD uses a low angle of incidence to determine the structure of the near surface. Typically,
the lower the angle of incidence the better surface resolution, however the signal to noise ratio
decreases as the angle of incidence decreases. A 1.5 deg angle of incidence gave a 150nm layer
sensitivity between 77-84% using kinematical diffraction theory. This calculation uses the
formula derived by Rafaja [47] where it is assumed that the reflection intensity from a layer dz is
given by:

{

(

(

)

(

)

)}

. Io is the reflection intensity of the top

layer and µ is the mass-absorption coefficient. The evaluated integration limits were: [0,150nm]
for the implantation layer and [0, 400nm] - where 400 nm reflects the maximum depth for a
detectable reflection signal as determined by Beer’s Law. The layer sensitivity is defined as:
(I/Io)[0,150]/ (I/Io)[0,400] *100. Figure 3 plots the 100 nm depth beam reduction vs. diffraction angle
for different angle of incidences. What this figure illustrates is that at a 1.5 deg. angle of
incidence, the beam is reduced by 60% at a depth of 100 nm, but at angles below 20 o the surface
sensitivity increases.
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Figure 3: Beam reduction vs. diffraction angle for different angle of incidences.
The beam reduction depth is 100 nm.

3.3

Electron Microscopy Techniques

Electron microscopy techniques used in this study are secondary electron imaging, point EDS
analysis, and EDS mapping. Secondary electron imaging (SEI) will be discussed separately from
point EDS analysis and EDS mapping. For this study, a TopCon 90 SEM was used. The voltages
used for SEI and EDS are noted with the data.

3.3.1

The Scanning Electron Microscope

The operation of the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is analogous to the ion implanter. In a
high pressure chamber called the electron source, (10-7 Torr) a tungsten filament is heated up by
an electrical
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Figure 4: The Scanning Electron Microscope. (a,left) The electron source. (b,right) The
electron optics system.

current. See Figure 4a for a schematic of the electron source. The filament gets hot enough to
emit electrons thermionically, which means electrons have enough kinetic energy to overcome
the work function of the cathodes surface. The Wehnelt cylinder is kept at a slightly higher
potential (with reference to a negative charge) than the cathode by controlling the current through
the bias resistor. The thermionically ejected electrons are “compressed” by the Wehnelt
cylinder’s electrostatic field. This forces electrons to cross-over at do. The 2D projection of the
cross-over point is in the shape of the filament and it’s important to point out that the probe will
have the shape of the demagnified filament. A potential is applied between the filament and an
extraction plate (usually kept at ground), which accelerates the electrons toward the plate. Many
commercial SEMs are capable of up to 30kV acceleration potentials. The extraction plate has an
opening which allows some of the extracted electrons to pass through and into the electron
column. The electron column is sometimes kept at a lower pressure than the electron source (10 -4
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– 10-5 Torr) through the use of a pressure limiting aperture. The electrons leaving the source are
condensed to a point using a condenser lens; the condenser lenses job is to “capture” the electrons
leaving the column. Typically, during operation the condenser lens strength is only adjusted when
one wants to change the electron beam current. This is accomplished by focusing the electrons
through an aperture below the lens; if the beam is out of focus more electrons will be intercepted
by the aperture. The lenses in the SEM are electromagnetic in that that coil current is used to
produce a magnetic field and subject a Lorentz force on the electrons to focus them. Figure 4b
illustrates the electron optics column of the SEM. Sometimes a second condenser lens is used
depending on the length of the column. The final demagnification of the electron probe is
controlled by the objective lens. The electron probe often has astigmatism due to the shape not
being round. This mainly results from defects in the lens system. Most SEMs have corrective
magnetic quadruples after the objective lens to reshape the probe.

Smaller probe sizes lead to

better image resolutions at higher magnification. In many commercial SEMs using a tungsten
wire filament magnifications up to 35-40 kX can clearly be seen. The demagnified probe is
rastered over the sample to generate the image. The impact of the electron-atom interactions will
be discussed below.

3.3.2

Secondary Electron Imaging

Secondary electrons are created by the impact of primary electrons from the electron probe.
These electron are low kinetic energy and as a result a single primary electron at 25kV can create
several detectable of secondary electrons. Imaging is possible because the position on the electron
beam on the sample is mapped to a position on the screen. Secondary Electron Imaging (SEI)
involves the creation of these electrons at a point, collecting these electrons, mapping the
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intensity of the electron signal to a point within the rastered area on the screen, and creating an
image by putting these points together. The secondary electron yield vs. primary electron beam
energy is provided in Figure 5. The number of secondary electrons created is also proportional to
the energy of the electron beam because higher energy primary electrons can create more
secondary electrons. However, the secondary electrons created near the surface are more likely
escape from the surface and be detected. Higher energy beams are expected to create more
secondary electrons deeper in the material because higher energy beams penetrate more deeply
(leading to more scattering events) and the cross-section to create secondary electrons decreases
by 1/beam_energy. The cross-section is the probability for an event to occur- in this case the
formation of a secondary electron. Hence, for a given number of encounters near the surface the
lower energy beam has a higher probability of creating more secondary electrons. A peak occurs
because the number of scattering events near the surface is proportional to the beam energy, but
the cross-section decreases with energy. The quality of the image depends on the secondary
electron contrast. At lower acceleration energies, the secondary electron contrast is better due to
the higher secondary electron yields and negligible sample charging, but the beam probe is less
focused. Higher acceleration energies, while minimizing spherical aberrations (more focused
beam probes), also lead to more sample charging. High magnification images are best done on a
well-grounded sample at high acceleration energies, but low magnification images are best done
at low acceleration energies. There is no “cookbook” in setting up an SEM to take an image. The
settings must be adjusted based on sample quality and required magnification.
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Figure 5: Secondary electron yield as a function of Incident Beam Voltage

3.3.3

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) is a technique where a core shell electron gets removed
via electron-electron impact and results in a temporarily ionized atom. An outer shell electron
fills the ionized the unoccupied state and in the process releases a photon of energy in the x-ray
band. EDS competes with AES in terms which process results after a core-shell ionization. The
lighter atoms tend to undergo AES while the heavier atoms undergo EDS. The radiation released
is characteristic of the element and is often called characteristic radiation. For a given transition,
heavier elements yield higher energies. Like AES chemical environment information is difficult
is ascertain due to the many-body nature of the transition.

EDS mapping is a technique used to gather chemical information over a samples area. For the
quantitative image analysis, Adobe Photoshop was used to create the histograms and calculate the
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mean pixel intensity. Figure 6b gives an example histogram of the EDS map (Figure 6a) of the
1100 Al surface used as the Al reference.

Figure 6: (a) EDS map of the polished 1100 Al surface used as a reference (b) Example
histogram provided by Adobe Photoshop of the Al reference

Quantitative Image Analysis of EDS maps provide a convenient way of evaluating the chemistry
over large areas. In this study, Al and O Kα EDS maps are generated over sections of the wear
tracks. When an EDS map is generated each pixel acquires an intensity level for a given color;
there are 256 different levels (channels) of intensity. The histogram of a color’s intensity can be
analyzed to determine the total fraction of an element within a given area. The mean color
intensity is:

Iave =

∑255
i=0 i ni
N

;

∑

(8)
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N is the total number of pixels representing the element in the EDS map. i is the pixel intensity. n i
is the number of pixels with intensity i. For this study, the total coverage of an element X is
defined by:

(

)
(

)

(9)

The total coverage is a ratio of mean color intensities between the X on the wear surface and an X
reference. The area coverage of element X is obtained by multiplying CX by the area of the
image. The reference is an EDS map on the pure material in its ambient state. In the present case,
the reference for Al is taken from an Al EDS map of an 1100 Al surface, and the reference for
oxygen is taken from an O EDS map of an 1100 Al surface. This method provides a way to
quantify metal transfer in terms of the fraction of total possible amount of coverage. To be clear,
the ratio CAl is not related to the fraction of area covered by the wear debris because wear debris
has different amounts of Al contents, but each unit area of debris is counted the same. This means
that CAl should always be smaller than the fraction of area covered by the debris. The degree of
oxidation provides a measure of the oxide concentration in the wear debris. The degree of
oxidation R is defined by:

(10)
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Note that the degree of oxidation is taken in reference to the chemistry of the 1100 Al surface
where R for the 1100 Al surface is 1.

For each testing condition, 6-8 EDS maps were taken of Al and O using the Kα x-ray lines 50μm
apart. Usually five EDS maps were necessary to obtain proper convergence of the average Al
surface coverage, Eqn. (9). A convergence plot is given in Figure 7. Obtaining proper
convenience is necessary in order to average-out the surface roughness effect on wear. The EDS
maps were 100 µm spaced from each other in order to eliminate any measurement bias. The
magnification used was 450x with a 5 keV electron beam. A 15 ms dwell time was used with a
256x256 map resolution giving acquisition times between 16-17 mins.

Figure 7: Convergence of the average Al surface coverage (cm2/cm) using Eqn. (9) with number of
samples. Note that the sample average for the C, N samples was multiplied by 10 2, and the average
for the S sample was multiplied by 103.
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3.4

White Light Interference Profilometry

Figure 8: (a) Optical column of a white light interferometer. (b) The Mirau objective lens
assembly. Red arrows: reference path. Blue arrows: sample path.

White light interference profilometry is a powerful technique to analyze the topology of a surface.
Since the surface is probed with white light instead of a stylus this method involves no contact
with the analyzed surface. Figure 8a shows an illustration of the instrumentation used in white
light interferometry. Light produced from the light source is condensed through on aperture by a
condenser lens and reflected at the beam-splitter (a partially silvered lens). At the Mirau objective
lens Figure 8b the reference path length is created by reflecting part of the light by a partially
transparent mirror. The reference light then reflects off a mirror back to the partially transparent
mirror. Any un-reflected light at this point leaves the optical system. The other part of the beam
that initial goes through the mirror (at #3) forms the sample beam-path. Both beams pass through
the beam-splitter and are recombined at the light detecting channels in the detector. The channels
are an array of transistors that are active when being exposed to light. This information is used to
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form an image with each pixel corresponding to a channel. When white-light from the reference
and sample paths are combined interference occurs. For a given point on the sample surface the
intensity will vary with sample-ref path difference. The interference pattern in Figure 9 shows
how the intensity varies with sample-reference path-length difference. Since white light is made
up of a spectrum of wavelengths the coherence-length is small. When the path difference is
greater than ½ the coherence-length, interference effects are not observed and unperturbed white
is seen. Remember that white-light is composed of a spectrum of wave-lengths and when the path
length difference between the reference and sample paths are the same constructive interference
should occur regardless of spectrum. However, as the path length increases the different wave
lengths begin to interfere with each other.

Figure 9: Plot of interference vs. path length difference for white light.

3.5

Wear Testing
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The single pass wear testing was performed using a Falex multi specimen wear tester. Single pass
wear tests allow the implanted surface to be directly tested. The speed setting was 1RPM. A load
setting of 3 lbs was used because it provided the most metal transfer without risking the ball
bearing tearing from its mount. A pneumatic pressure sensor controlled the load to within 0.1 lbs.
During sliding the friction coefficient was measured using a 10 lbs load cell with an error of 0.01
lbs offset 3” from center of rotation. For a given ion/implantation dose two wear experiments
were performed: one experiment was in air (Test Diameter = 1.7”) and the other was under a Arpurge (Test Diameter = 1.4”). For the reproductions of the above tests, wear test diameters of
1.4” and 1.1” were used for the air tests and Ar-purge tests respectively. A schematic of the wear
tracks is provided in Figure 10. A cylindrical attachment for the sample plate was fabricated, and
it created a 21 inch3 chamber that allowed for argon purging. The Ar flow rate was 60 ft 3/hr (29
inch3/s) giving a turn-over rate of 0.7s.

Figure 10: A drawing of the concentric wear tracks on the samples along with an actual picture of
a wear track.

Because the 1100 Al pin was tested on different diameter tracks, the pin speed varied by at most a
factor of 3.4. Pin speed variations between the five wear tracks were not a factor in friction
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measurements, as the coefficient of friction did not measurably vary from track to track. This was
likely due to the test speed being kept at 1 RPM. This implies that the speed variations did not
significantly affect the working hardening rate of the 1100 Al. Al Kα EDS mapping did not reveal
and differences surface area coverage between different tracks.

3.6

Density Functional Theory Calculations

DFT calculations were carried out using the Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP)
[1], which is a plane-wave DFT code. The ion-electron interaction was handled using normconserving pseudopotentials generated using OPIUM [2], which were supplied with the CASTEP
software package. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof, generalized gradient approximation [3],
routinely called the PW91 functional, was used to handle the quantum mechanical part of the
electron-electron interactions (namely, the exchange-correlation interaction).

Within each sub-step of the SCF loop, two separate problems are solved (three if spin polarization
is implemented): diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix at a constant potential [4], Pulay mixing
the before/after diagonalization charge densities and the spin densities [5]. All calculations
involved explicit treatment of electron spin, which means two sets of the Kohn-Sham Equations,
Eqn. (15) of the Background Section, were solved in the spin-up and spin-down conditions.
After each step in the Self-Consistent-Field (SCF) loop, the charge/spin densities were separately
mixed using Pulay mixing parameters of 0.5 and 2 for the charge and spin densities respectively.
The spin was optimized after each SCF step. Brillouin-zone integrations were carried out using
the tetrahedron method [6]. To improve convergence, Fermi-level smearing via MethfesselPaxton [7] was carried out using a smearing parameter of 0.1 eV. A 0.05 eV/Å force cut-off was
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used during ionic relaxation, and a 0.001 eV convergence criterion was used for the electronic
minimization steps.

The system for our studies was Fe3O4. Plane-wave convergence was achieved for a 725 eV cutoff, see Figure 7a. Bulk calculations on Fe3O4 (involving the cubic conventional unit cell)
required a Monkhorst Pack k-point mesh of 2x2x2. The k-point mesh convergence plot is given in
Figure 11b. The calculated lattice parameter of the conventional unit cell was 8.21 Å, which
compares well with the experimentally [8] determined one of 8.39 Å. The calculated value of the
lattice parameter also compares well with those determined via DFT within the Generalized
Gradient Approximation (GGA): 8.37 Å [9] and 8.14 Å [10]. The total calculated cohesive
energy of the conventional unit cell is 286.40 eV, which gives 35.80 eV per formula-unit. This
compares well with the experimentally determined value of 34.6 eV [11]. DFT computed results
within the GGA yielded 38.0 eV [9] and 36.0 eV [10] per formula-unit.

Figure 11: (a, left) Cell energy convergence with planewave cut-off energy. (b,right) Cell energy
convergence with k-point divisions.

3.7

Implantation Procedure
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The implantations were carried using two separate ion implantation laboratories: The University
of Michigan Ion Beam Laboratory (MIBL) (Figure 12) and the University of Albany (SUNY)
Ion Beam Laboratory (Figure 13). The ion implanter used at the University of Michigan was a
400 kV piecemeal implanter with the ion source manufactured by Danfysik, the ion accelerator
manufactured by National Electrostatics Corp, and the implantation stage manufactured by High
Volatge Engineering Europa. The implanter used at the SUNY Ion Beam Laboratory was a 400
Kilovolt Varian (Extrion) 400-10A Implanter. Nitrogen gas was used as the N+ ion source
material. Carbon Dioxide gas was used as the C+ ion source material. Sulfur-dioxide was used for
the S+ source gas. The current were kept between 50-75 µA. At those currents, the sample
temperature wasn’t expected to exceed 200C (see Background Section); this prediction was
based on a heat balance using the beam-energy as the heat input and blackbody radiation as the
heat output. Several doses were used for these experiments. Ion doses ranged from 5e16 ions/cm2
to 2e17 ions/cm2. Two acceleration energies were used: 100 kV for the N+/C+ implantations and
150 kV for the S+ implantations.

Figure 12: (a, left) Michigan Ion Beam Laboratory implanter. (b,right) University of Albany
(SUNY) Ion Beam Laboratory implanter.
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4.0

Results & Discussion

4.1

Implantation Zone Characterization

A summary of the findings for the implantations is provided in Appendix I. For a given ion-type,
dose and energy the table contains the ion-range, peak concentration, 2g Knoop hardness, oxide
film thickness, and the phases detected through diffraction measurements. The following sections
discuss each part of the table separately. In addition, XPS data of the implantation zone is also
discussed.

4.1.1

XPS Surveys of the Implantation Zones

Ion implantation changed the chemical state of the surface iron atoms. The chemical state of the
iron atoms was evaluated by monitoring the Fe 2p 3/2 peak (707.0 eV binding energy) shifts in
the implanted samples. The 1s surface carbon peak was the reference energy [1]. Appendix II
gives the high resolution surveys of the Fe 2p 3/2 in the ISF steel samples for different surface
treatments. Each of the four samples was sputtered by argon ions at 1 kV for 400s using a 4mm x
4mm rastered beam to remove the adventitious carbon. As expected [2,3], the iron-oxide film
shifted the Fe 2p 3/2 peak from 707eV to 709.9 eV (Fe(II)-O) and 711.3 eV (Fe(III)-O). This
survey also detected the Fe 707.0 eV peak indicating that in some spots the ion beam completely
sputtered through the oxide. The Fe 2p 3/2 peak is shifted slightly to a higher binding energy state
(Fe-C) due to carbon implantation. Other studies [4] confirm this shift for Fe3C. In addition, the
Fe-O peak shifts are more predominant than in the un-implanted state, and the relative intensity
ratio of the iron oxide peaks (Roxide) defined by {(IFe(III)-O)/( IFe(II)-O)}modified /{(IFe(III)-O)/( IFe(II)-O)}un-
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implanted

was 2.8. The survey on the nitrogen-implanted sample indicates that the presence of

nitrogen (as with carbon) caused a shift in the peak, which previous studies observed [5]. Roxide
was 2.1 for the nitrogen-implanted condition.. Sulfur implantation caused a peak-shift to 712.5
eV. Large Fe(II)S peak shifts were observed in previous studies [6]. It is interesting that the
Fe(II)-S shift is larger than the Fe(II)-O shift while oxygen is more electronegative than sulfur,
however coordination number and hybridization effects are also known to raise binding energies
[7]. Sulfur implantation significantly raised the Fe(III)-O signal relative to the Fe(II)-O signal- the
Roxide was 6.3. From these XPS surveys, we can conclude that implantation diversifies the
oxidation states of iron with sulfur implantation creating the most diversity

4.1.2

AES Analysis of Implanted Zones

A summary of the findings for all the implantation conditions are given in Appendix. The AES
depth profiles and GAXRD patterns are provided in the Appendix (III-V for the nitrogen
implantations, VI-VIII for the carbon implantations, and IX-XI for the sulfur implantations). An
important point to be made is that due to the texturing of the rolled ISF steel quantification of the
peaks cannot be made as the BCC grains are not randomly oriented. The atomic percent of the
individual elements were evaluated using the peak-to-peak method as described in the
Methodology section. Note that only iron and the depth profiled species were taken into account
in the quantification process. The nitrogen and carbon implantations had roughly the same ionranges and similar peak concentrations at each dose. The nitrogen and carbon implantation ranges
were ≈ 150 nm. As expected, the peak concentration increased with dose. Decreasing the
implantation energy from 100kV to 50 kV approximately cut the ion range in half, but increased
the peak implanted species concentration in the narrow implantation range. Sputter limiting
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effects were not important for the 100 kV implants due to the dose range. However, for the 50 kV
implantations sputter limiting effects started to become significant as apparent from the raised
surface concentration of the implantation species from <1% for the 100 kV implants to 6-7% for
the 50 kV implants. The sputtering of the implanted atoms by the impact of the ion beam causes
sputter limitations, and in the case of the 50 kV implants the short ion range makes the
implantation susceptible to sputter limitations at the implantation energy.

The sulfur implantations ranges were 50-60 nm. The peak concentrations generally increased
with dose (19% to 25%), however sputter limiting effects started to take precedence for the 2e17
ions/cm2 dose. This is why the jump in peak At% was only 1.4% as the dose increased from 1e17
to 2e17 ions/cm2. This was also evident from the smaller rise in surface concentration of sulfur
going from 1e17 to 2e17 ions/cm2 doses. For the 2e17 ions/cm2 dose, there was only a 7 At%
difference between the peak and surface concentrations. It is expected that at higher doses the
difference would get smaller until the sputtering rate of the sulfur is equal to the implantation rate
at which the profile isn’t expected to change.

As with the nitrogen and carbon implantations,

decreasing the acceleration energy decreased the range, however the range was only decreased by
10 nm. The peak concentration increased to roughly 25%. The surface concentration also
increased to 18% At%.

The shapes of the differentiated AES peaks (taken from 50nm) give some clues about the
chemical state of the implanted species. The nitrogen and carbon signals appear to be ‘cleaner’
than the sulfur signal. The differentiated peak shape differences in this case are likely due to
chemical shifting of the AES peaks; partially overlapped AES peaks (originating from multiple
chemical environments of the same element) can result in a weaker differentiated spectrum. This
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means that the sulfur atoms are in a greater number of chemical states than the nitrogen or carbon
atoms.

4.1.3

Glancing Angle X-Ray Diffraction Studies of Implanted Zones

All the carbon and nitrogen implantations contained a BCT (α’, martensite) phase. This was
evident due to the [110] peak splitting, which was not observed for the sulfur implantations
because sulfur is not regarded as an interstitial element in steel. An interstitial atom inserted into
the octahedral site of a BCC lattice creates a tetragonal distortion of the cubic lattice. The [110]
peak splitting resulted from the Fe unit cell loss of symmetry. The [110] splitting becomes more
pronounced as the N and C dose increased. The BCT phase is typically observed [8] in
nitriding/carbiding processes where equilibrium isn’t achieved.

For the nitrogen implantations, the precipitates formed were: Fe4N(γ’, Space Group =
Pm3m)/Fe3N(ε, Space Group = P6322) nitrides. The ε- Fe3N phase was not detected in the 5e16
ions/cm2 implantation. As one would expect, the ratios of the primary Fe3N [111] to Fe4N [111]
peaks increased as the implantation dose increased: 0.0, 0.8, and 1.3. Fe4N/ Fe3N were observed
in N+ implanted iron [9,10] studies, and as this study determined the relative proportions were
sensitive to dose. Decreasing the implantation energy weakened the Fe4N and Fe3N peak signals
relative to the BCC peaks, which can be attributed to the narrower implantation zone. The ratio of
the primary Fe3N to Fe4N peak was 1.4. This can be explained by the similar peak concentrations
of the 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV and 1e17 ions/cm2 at 50 kV implantations.
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Fe4C (Space Group: P43m) / Fe3C (θ, cementite) was formed in the carbon implanted layer.
Fe4C/Fe3C has been in observed in C+ implanted iron [11] studies while. For the carbon
implantations, the θ-Fe3C was detected for all the doses. As with the N-implantations, the Fe3C
[102]/Fe4C[111] ratio of the primary diffractions peaks increased with dose: 0.9, 1.3, and 1.5. The
1e17 ions/cm2 at 50 kV implants had a Fe3C/Fe4C primary peak ratio of 1.7, and the Fe3C and
Fe4C peaks were weakened relative to the [110] BCC iron peak.

HCP FeS (Space Group: P63/mmc, troilite) precipitates were formed as a result of sulfur
implantation. Other studies [12] have reported the formation of HCP FeS from ion implantation.
The intensity of the primary FeS peak [102] increased relative to the primary BCC iron peak
[110] as the dose increased, which is attributed to a larger volumetric amount of the FeS phase.
The 1e17 ions/cm2 implantations at 80 kV had a weaker primary FeS peak compared to the [110]
BCC Fe peak likely due to the narrower implantation range.

The primary Fe3O4 peak (2θ = 33.2) was detected in all the diffraction patterns- including the
unimplanted sample. The native oxide film formed on iron in oxygen is known as the LAMM
phase (see Background Section), which has been described as a magnetite (Fe3O4) structure with
cation vacancies. However, depending on the humidity levels either Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 are
associated with the native oxide that forms on iron under 500˚C [13,14] in atmosphere with the
Fe2O3 phase being associated with higher humidity levels. However, Fe3O4 was only detected in
the diffraction patterns, which confirms why XPS surveys of the Fe 2p 3/2 peak revealed Fe(II)
and Fe(III) oxidized states: Fe3O4 contains Fe +2/+3 states. For the N-implantations, the primary
Fe3O4 peak intensity did not vary significantly with dose, however for the C and S-implantations
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the peak intensity did vary with dose indicating that the volumetric fraction of the native oxide
was influenced by the implantation, which will be discussed below.

4.1.4

Knoop Indentation Hardness Results

The 2g Knoop hardness (HK) of the implanted surface is also reported. The reported 2g HK is
based on the average HK of five indentations. The standard deviations were between 8-13 HK,
which is typical for uniform materials. An example of the Knoop indent for the 2e17 ions/cm2 at
100kV N implantation is given in the Appendix XII along with the formula to calculate the
hardness based on the indentation size. Based on the data, the hardness increased with dose for
implantations, and reducing the acceleration voltage also decreased the hardness. For a given
dose, the nitrogen implantations had a higher hardness than the carbon and sulfur implantations,
however comparing the nitrogen and sulfur hardness values cannot be done directly because of
the shorter S+ range compared to N+. The depth of a knoop indentation is usually taken to be
1/30 of the long dimension. So in the case of the indent in Appendix XII, which is 8 micron in
length the indentation depth is approximately 267 nm. For this implantation, the average range of
the implantation is 150 nm and the maximum range is about 320 nm. In this case, the indenter
sampled 100% of the implanted zone. However, in the case of the 5e16 ions/cm2 at 100 kV
implantation the average HK was 285, which gives an indentation depth of 333 nm. Assuming
that the effective implantation zone is 300 nm, 33 nm of the indenter has over-penetrated.
Refereeing to Appendix XIII, the indenter contact area for a 33 nm penetration is 7.30 x 104 nm2
and the indenter contact area 333 nm total penetration is 7.43 x 106 nm2, which means over 99%
of the implantation zone has been sampled. Figure 1 illustrates how the percentage of the
implantation zone sampled changes with measured hardness. For a given implantation condition
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the percentage of the sampled implantation zone changes with measured hardness. This means
that an approximate expression for the intrinsic hardness of the implanted zone can be obtained
by using the rule of mixtures [15] such that when the indenter over-penetrates the implanted zone
the measured hardness can be expressed as a composite hardness based on the relative contact
areas:

(

)

(1)

Where A is the fraction of indenter contact area in contact with the implanted zone and HKsubstrate
is the known hardness of the ISF steel. In Appendix I, the measured hardness and the calculated
hardness of the film are provided. As expected, the hardness of the implanted zone is larger than
the composite hardness. It is interesting that the intrinsic hardness of the implantation zone for the
lower voltage implantations for a given dose is larger than that for the higher voltage
implantations. This can be explained by two factors: the concentration of implanted element in
the implanted region is larger for the lower voltage implantations and according to SRIM
calculations the vacancy defect concentration is larger in the implanted zone. As expected for all
implanted elements, the hardness of the implanted zone increased with dose.
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Figure. 1: Illustration of the percentage of the implantation zone sampled as a function of hardness for three
different implantation energies. Note that the implantation range is largely dictated by the acceleration
energy. For the plots above, the maximum range used for the N-implantation is 300 nm (a 352 HK indent at
2g has the same sampling depth), the maximum range used for the C-implantations is 325 nm (a 310 HK
indent at 2g has the same sampling depth), and maximum range used for the S-implantations is 133 (a 1800
HK indent at 2g has the same sampling depth).

4.1.5

Oxide Film Characterization

To determine the effect of ion implantation on the native oxide film, oxygen depth profiles were
performed in conjunction with depth profiling the implanted species. The depth profiles in
Appendix I were performed 14-17 days after implantation unless noted. The oxide film is
characterized the oxide thickness. The film thickness was determined first by fitting a 3 point
average line to the depth profile in order to remove the noise, and then determining the point in
which the decay started. An example of this is given in Appendix XIV. The oxide thickness
increased with dose for all implanted species, but the N+ implantation dose had less of an effect
compared to the C+ and S+ implantations. The sulfur implantations had the greatest effect on
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enhancing the thickness of the oxide layer. Figure 2 illustrates the variation of the oxide
thickness while sitting in the desiccator. For all the implantations, the oxide thickness does not
change significantly. This means that the film fully forms within 7 days and likely much less.
According to the Mott-Cabrera model, the fast growth phase typically terminates within 15
minutes due to the rapid decay of the Mott electric-field as the oxide film thickness increases.
According to the data in Figure 2, the oxide thickness values in Appendix I can be assumed
constant with time. This is not surprising as logarithmic growth (see Figure 14b of the
Background) is extremely slow at long growth times. Our measurements of the oxide thickness
using AES depth profiling compare well with previous studies. A study [13] that used a Fe2O3
reference to determine the sputtering rate measured a dry-air grown native oxide film thickness
on iron of 5nm. The difference in measured film thickness between our unimplanted sample
oxide-film thickness and that sound in the previous study is due to the error in using SRIM in
determining the sputter yield.

Figure. 2: Illustration of the variation of the oxide thickness (nm) with time in desiccator.
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As mentioned in the Background, radiation damage can enhance the amount of oxidation by
increasing the amount of vacancies. The result of the damage can also be seen in the diffraction
patterns in the Appendix for each implanted element where a small amorphous hump rides
underneath the {110} BCC Fe peak. The sulfur implants had the most pronounced amorphous
hump, which is expected because according to SRIM calculations (Appendix XV) sulfur
produced the greatest amount of vacancies per ion. The SRIM results on vacancy distribution per
ion are extreme in that most vacancies will get reoccupied by nearby interstitial atoms [16].
Because a small amorphous hump was detected in the nitrogen implanted surfaces, a reasonable
conclusion is that the oxidation enhancement for the nitrogen implantations is due to radiation
damage only. The carbon and sulfur implantations, however, displayed some doping dependent
low temperature oxidation because the native oxide film thicknesses were a function of ion dose
(peak concentration), which can be explained by the Hauffe valance rules (See 2.2 in the
Background). Naguib [17,18] used the same reasoning to explain the low-temperature oxidation
enhancement of ion implanted Cu surfaces. Therefore, a reasonable conclusion is that the carbon
and nitrogen implants displayed radiation and doping enhanced low temperature oxidation.
Referring to Eqn. (7) and (8) in the Background section, the enhancement in the oxide film
thickness is due to either a change in the diffusion activation energy of the ions or a change in the
Mott potential. In this study, the impact of these variables could not be separated unless
assumptions are made, but what can be concluded is that by comparing (7) with (8) surface
chemistries that produce thicker native oxide films have faster oxidation rates.

The reasoning for the application of the Hauffe valance rules can be justified by the XPS surveys,
see Appendix XVI for full scan example and Appendix XVII for single-peak high-resolution
scans, on the native oxide film after sputtering the surface carbon layer. This figure indicates that
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all three implanted species experienced a binding energy shift of their core elections. The sulfur,
2s core peak (Binding Energy = 229.2 eV ; elemental sulfur) was monitored for the sulfur
implanted samples. The nitrogen, 1s (reference binding energy reference not available) core peak
was monitored for the nitrogen implanted samples. The carbon, 1s core peak (Binding Energy =
284.6 eV; graphite) was monitored for the carbon implanted samples. The S 2s peak had a
negative-shift (labeled S-Fe) likely due to an S-Fe interaction in the Fe3O4 oxide film, and a
positive-shift (labeled S-O) due to the S-O interaction. The C 1s peak had a negative-shift
(labeled C-Fe) likely due to the C-Fe interaction, and a positive-shift (labeled C-O) due to the CO interaction. The N 1s peak had two peaks likely due to the N-Fe interaction (labeled N-Fe) and
the N-O interaction (labeled N-O). The S-O positive shift is close to the shift seen for the S 2s
peak in CuSO4 indicating that sulfur atoms incorporated into the iron oxides are in the +6
oxidized states. The C-O positive shift is close to the shift seen for the C 1s peak in CaCO3
indicating that carbon atoms incorporated into the iron oxides are in the +4 oxidized states. The
N-O peak is close to the N 1s peak in NaNO2 indicating that nitrogen atoms incorporated into the
iron oxides are in the +3 oxidized state. The S(+6) and C(+4) states should enhance the cation
vacancy concentration of Fe3O4 because it’s a p-type vacancy semiconductor. The N(+3) state
shouldn’t have a large effect on the vacancy concentration in Fe3O4 because iron is in the +2/+3
states (see Figure 1). Only N(+3) substitutions on the Fe(+2) sites should produce vacancies, but
there are two Fe(+3) sites for every Fe(+2) site. As a result, nitrogen atoms are more likely to
occupy the Fe(+3) sites than Fe(+2) sites. Overall, there should be more benefit to Fe 3O4 vacancy
creation by S and C substitution on the Fe(+2/+3) sites, and hence the oxidation rate should be
faster. More vacancies should lead to faster transport kinetics during the inverse-logarithmic
growth phase by lowering the activation energy for diffusion in Eqn. (7) of the Background
section. The mixed chemical states can also be observed in the oxygen KLL Auger peak. The
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upward peaks in the differential oxygen KLL spectra for the carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur
implantations were less pronounced than the downward peak. This observation indicates that
within the carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur implanted surfaces the oxygen was in at least two
chemical environments; the Auger peak broadening due to the existence of multiple states when
viewed as a differentiated spectrum results in a weaker upward peak. The exception was the unimplanted surface where only Fe-O interactions took place, and a strong upward peak can be
observed.

4.1.6

Implantation Zone Characterization Summary

Nitrogen, carbon, and sulfur were implanted into ISF steel at different dose levels: 5e16 ions/cm2,
1e17 ions/cm2, and 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV. The low energy (50 kV for N+ and C+, 80 kV for
S+) implants for the nitrogen and carbon implantation were performed at 1e17 ions/cm2. The ion
range varied significantly with implantation energy for the C+ and N+ implantations; the 50 kV
implants had half the range of the 100 kV implants. This was not the case for the sulfur implants
because the larger atomic size leads to a larger scattering cross-section; the range was only
reduced by 20 nm. Increasing the dose for the C+ and N+ implantations at 100kV increased the
peak At%, but sputtering limited the peak At% for the S+ implantations. Decreasing the
implantation energy in all cases raised the peak At%. The phases formed from nitrogen
implantation were α’ (Fe-N martensite), Fe4N, and Fe3N. The phases formed from carbon
implantation were α’ (Fe-C martensite), Fe4C, and Fe3C. The ratios of the primary diffraction
peak intensities of Fe3(C,N)/ Fe4(C,N) increased with dose. FeS was the primary compound
formed from sulfur implantation. As expected, decreasing the acceleration voltage weakened the
diffraction peak intensities of the formed compounds. Implantation caused a measurable increase
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in the hardness of the surface. The nitrogen implants formed the hardest implantation layer, which
increased with dose. The carbon implants formed the least hard implantation layer, but the
hardness increased with dose. The native oxide film was affected by implantation as indicated by
diffraction and depth profiling data. Sulfur implantation had the largest effect on the oxide film
thickness and the measured thickness increased with dose. The oxide thickness also increased
with dose for the carbon implantations. This was not the case for the nitrogen implantations;
however there was a minor increase in the oxide film thickness for the nitrogen implantations.

4.2

Wear Testing Results

This section contains all the results from the wear tests in air and under Ar purge. A survey of the
debris morphology/chemistry is provided. The debris chemistry survey results are compiled into a
table. Coefficient of friction measurements and metal transfer results are discussed separately.

4.2.1

Survey of the Wear Debris Generated During the Tests

Example images of the wear tracks are provided in Figure 3 for the wear tests in air. Example
images for tests under Ar-purge are given in Appendix XVIII. For a given dose, it is apparent
that the sulfur implantation greatly reduces the amount of metal transfer compared to the other
surface conditions. Two observations are apparent: the debris size decreases because of
implantation and the number of microgrooves associated with metal transfer also decreases. The
wear debris associated with the un-implanted surface was typically larger than the wear debris
formed on implanted surfaces. This observation is consistent with those observed for oil
lubricants [19] and solid lubricants [20]. Lubricants in addition to providing a barrier between
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contacting surfaces can also prevent build-up of wear debris as observed in solid lubricant studies
[20,21]. Such behavior is not necessarily limited to solid lubricants; abrasive particles can
facilitate the removal of wear debris from the wear track [22], which would prevent the build-up
of wear debris. The tests under Ar-Purge in general appeared to have more metal transfer than the
tests in air. This was particularly evident for the N+ and C+ implants. For a given implanted
element, the metal transfer appeared to decrease with dose- see Appendix XIX for nitrogen
implantation tests in air, Appendix XX for carbon implantation tests in air, and Appendix XXI
for sulfur implantation tests in air.

Identifying a wear element after a wear test can be a challenge because during the wear process,
most wear elements lose their surface topology during the Mutual Material Transfer process. In
the end, most of the wear elements are combined in the transferred debris with no independent
features. Appendix XXII (Figure 1) gives an example of discernible transfer elements in two
extreme sizes: left and middle images. EDS detected Al, O, and C in the wear elements.
Appendix XXII (Figure 2) gives an example of a wear element that formed on the 1e17
ions/cm2 at 150kV S+ implanted surface (right) and the wear debris that built up (left). From the
image of the isolated wear element, it is apparent that materials from implanted layer starts
sticking to the generated Al wear elements even before the Al wear elements bind together. This
is likely the reason the wear debris does not build-up to the large sizes observed in the unimplanted sample. The wear debris (left) has a much larger amount of oxygen than in the unimplanted wear debris indicating that the sulfur likely enhanced tribo-oxidation, and this is not a
surprise as sulfur has a high affinity for oxygen.
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Figure 3: Example secondary electron images of the wear tests in air. From left to right the
images are of the un-implanted surface, N+ 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface, C+
1e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface, and the S+ 1e17 ions/cm2 at 150kV implanted
surface.

The observed tears and plate like morphology, Appendix XXII (Figure 1), follow the
delamination mechanism proposed by Suh (see Background section) in which shear forces
transmit through a welded interface. The existence of large debris means that there was sufficient
contact area to transmit the required force to cause this delamination in addition to appreciable
shear stresses at the interface. The real contact area is approximately equal to W/Hsoft, and it is
expected that this quantity is constant throughout the study. This means that the reduction in
debris size is largely attributed to the reduction in the transmitted shear stress at the interface. In
the next section (Section 4.2.3), this reduction in shear stress will be apparent in the reduction of
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the coefficient of friction and the reduction in noise. Figure 4a illustrates the surface of an 1100
Al ball wear tested against an unimplanted surface in air. The evidence of delamination is
apparent; back transferred delaminated Al plates can be observed on the surface. EDS detected
Al, Fe, and O on the surface. Figure 4b shows the surface of an 1100 Al ball tested against a
2e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV nitrogen implanted surface. There is no evidence of back transferred
delaminated debris even though Figure 5 clearly shows Al delaminated debris on the N+
implanted ISF steel surface. EDS detected Al, Fe, O, N in the wear debris. The likely reason for
the reduction in back transfer is that the wear debris is less adhesive compared to the unimplanted
debris.

The sizes of the features on the wear test surfaces were determined via optical profilometry. The
majority of the debris heights in Figure 6a (unimplanted) were in the 9-12 micron range, while in
Figure 6b (1e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV N+ implantation) the debris heights were in the 4-9 micron
range. Figure 6c shows an example of 2-5 micron debris generated on the 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100
kV C+ implanted samples. In Figure 6d, an example of 1-2 micron debris generated on the 1e17
ions/cm2 at 100 kV S+ implanted sample is given.

This is further evidence that implantation

reduced the size of the wear debris. Figure 7 shows example optical profilometer traces of the
microgrooves on differently treated ISF steel surfaces from a separate study where cold rolling
for additional hardening was utilized. For a given testing condition (i.e. 2e17 ions/cm2 at
100kV), a single trace was taken behind 5-separate large debris (1-10 µm) while avoiding the
smaller wear debris embedded in the scratches. The Rtm (mean peak to valley height) was
calculated for each profile trace by the software, and the five Rtm values were averaged for each
testing condition. The average Rtm is provided above each example profile trace in Figure 7. The
results indicate that the ISF steel surface without being implanted or cold rolled was damaged the
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most as it had the deeper grooves, which the larger Rtm indicates. That is not surprising because
that surface was the softest. The hardest surface, the cold rolled (100%) + 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100
kV, had the shallowest grooves on average, but was in the same scatter range as the N implanted
surface (2e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV). Both N-implanted samples had Rtm ranges significantly out
of the scatter range of the cold-rolled ISF steel indicating that N-implantation had the most
beneficial effect in reducing surface damage. An example profilometer scan is provided in
Figure 8a for the 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV N+ implanted surfaces and Figure 8b for the unimplanted surface. The dotted lines show example trace paths used to measure the Rtm of the
microgrooves. The debris heights causing the scratches were approximately 1 micron and 7
micron respectively. Also of interest is that the microgrooves were on the same order of size as
the wear debris heights (see Figure 8a and 8b) indicating that mechanical keying likely played a
role in metal transfer to some extent. Interestingly the cold-rolled, un-implanted sample had
shallower microgrooves than the un-implanted, un-rolled sample. This indicates that directly
hardening the material by cold working can reduce the extent of the mechanical keying on the ISF
steel surface. In relation to the implantations detailed in Appendix I it is expected that the similar
trend in

Figure 4a (left): Rider wear surface tested against the un-implanted ISF Steel surface.
Figure 4b (right): Rider wear surface tested against the 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV nitrogen implantation
condition.
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Figure 5: Delaminated debris observed on the 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV nitrogen implantation
surface.

Figure 6: Optical profilometer scan of the metal transfer in air. a (top,left) unimplanted sample taken at 500x.
b (top,right) N+ 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted sample taken at 1000X. c (bottom,left) C+ 1e17 ions/cm2
at 100kV implanted sample taken at 1000X. d (bottom,right) S+ 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted sample
taken at 2000X
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Figure 7: Example profilometer traces of the scratches trailing the debris from different surface conditions,
along with the average Rtm for each condition. The average Rtm is based on 5 microgroove traces for
different debris along the wear track.

Figure 8: Optical profilometer scan of the microgrooves. a,left) Example microgroove profilometry trace
from 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV N+ implantated ISF steel surface. b,right) Example profilometry trace from
the un-implanted material.
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4.2.2

Survey of the Wear Debris Chemistry

The table in Appendix XXIV summarizes the average detected chemistries for the multi-element
wear debris for each testing condition. For each condition, five individual wear debris deposits
were evaluated (see Appendix XXII Figure 1c and Figure 2a for examples) under EDS while
avoiding debris that didn’t appear to be mechanically mixed. The error is reported next to the
average in parentheses. Testing under Ar purging conditions reduced the oxygen content of the
debris. Increasing the dose of the carbon and sulfur increased the oxygen content while the sulfur
implantations had the highest amount of detected oxygen. Changing the nitrogen dose had no
effect on the concentration of oxygen in the debris; however there were elevated levels of oxygen
in the debris in reference to the unimplanted sample. These results indicate that the implanted
elements affect the tribo-oxidation that occurs during wear with sulfur having the largest effect on
oxidation. It should be pointed out that the implanted element atomic percent in Appendix
XXIV scales according to the Peak Atomic % in Appendix I. In fact, the S/Fe atomic percent
ratios in Appendix XXIV are close to that in Appendix I using the peak concentration of sulfur
in each condition. An interesting find is that the error of the detected oxygen scales with the error
of the detected iron (as opposed to the aluminum), which means it is the variation in the iron
content that is causing the variation in the oxygen content. This observation is also verified by
calculating the Pearson correlation coefficientg for Fe with O and Al with O using all 45 EDS
spectrums (9 implantation conditions at constant energy x 5 sampled debris). The Pearson
correlation coefficient of Fe with O was 0.48 while that of Al with O was 0.15 (95% certainty

g

The Pearson correlation coefficient indicates whether two variables have a direct relationship. The
correlation coefficient does not describe the relationship other than whether the two variables are
positively or negatively correlated. The Pearson correlation coefficient is described mathematically in the
Appendix XXIII
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critical coefficient 0.28 according to Appendix XXV). This means as a whole the implanted ISF
steel is primarily responsible for the oxygen detected in the debris.

These findings are not unique in that ion implantation has been reported to enhance the tribooxidation of the tribolayer during wear tests [23, 24]. The mechanism by which tribo-oxidation is
enhanced is by direct oxidation of wear elements from the implanted surfaces. As explained by
the inverse logarithmic growth law (Eqn. (7) and (8) in the Background section), the limiting
thickness of the native oxide film can be explained directly by the Mott potential across the oxide
film and the activation energy for ionic diffusion through the oxide film. Large Mott potentials
and small activation energies give rise to large limiting thicknesses (Eqn. (8) in the Background)
and fast oxidation rates (Eqn. (7) in Background). It is expected that the implanted species in the
ISF steel wear elements enhance the low temperature oxidation properties of the formed wear
elements because the native oxide film thickness was enhanced at ambient temperatures.
However, due to heating from mechanical deformation the temperatures of the debris during
Mutual Material Transfer are likely well above room temperature. It is expected, according to
Eqn. (7) and Eqn. (8), higher temperatures would increase the oxidation rate and limiting oxide
thickness.

Due to the hardness difference between the Al and ISF steel surface the implanted

ISF steel wear element are expected to be much smaller than the Al wear elements [25]. During
the Mutual Material Transfer, it is expected that implanted surface wear elements mix in with the
Al wear elements and oxidize. In addition, it is likely that the majority of the ISF steel wear
elements mix in with the wear debris when microgrooves form on the ISF steel surface. How ISF
steel wear elements act to inhibit metal transfer will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.
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4.2.3

Comments on the Primary Wear Mechanism

The primary wear mechanism needs to be addressed. The surface roughness of the evaluated
surfaces were between 0.010-0.005 μm, and by determining the number of apex points in a given
area through the MetroPro software the maximum abrasive wear can be deduced. The estimated
maximum abrasive wear ratesh were between 8x10-7 to 1x10-6 cm3/cm. Based on Figure 2 in the
Background section, the 1100 Al wear rates for the un-implanted ISF steel surfaces were on the
order of 10-5 cm3/cm. This means based on roughness data, that the primary wear mechanism
cannot be based on abrasion of the 1100 Al ball by the asperities on the ISF steel surface. The
other indicator is the shape of the larger wear elements, which indicates that a delamination
process, as described by Suh was in part responsible for damaging the Al rider. Delamination is
commonly associated with adhesive wear. If abrasion were the primary wear mechanism the
majority of the Al wear debris for the unimplanted samples would be featureless. There was
evidence (see Appendix XXII Figure 1c) of some wear debris that may have been formed from
abrasion; however the majority of the debris in the unimplanted sample displayed delaminated
features (see Appendix XXII Figure 1a). The Al wear debris on the implanted nitrogen surfaces
was smaller yet there was evidence for delamination (Figure 8). Because the delaminated debris
was smaller, it is reasonable to conclude that a greater fraction of the debris generated on the
implanted surfaces was from abrasion. Such observations are in line with previous nitrogen
implantation studies into steel because it was concluded that ion implantation changed the

h

This is calculated by following relationship: ( ⁄ )

( )

; where W is the load, Hsoft is the

hardness of the softer material, and tan(θ) depends on asperity geometry. tan(θ) was estimated by
⁄
determining the average asperity height and width through profilometry:
( )
. This
relationship is for full plastic contact, which is reasonable in this case due to Plasticity Index being greater
than one.
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primary wear mechanism from adhesive wear to abrasive wear [26, 27]. The smaller delaminated
debris results from lower transmitted shear stresses, which results in lower transmitted shear
forces because the real contact area is a constant through-out this study.

4.2.4

Coefficient of Friction Measurements

See Figure 9 for the COF results for all the wear tests. A repeated series of the tests are provided
in Appendix XXVI. The error-bars represent the friction noise in the tests. Care must be taken in
comparing the single-pass tests performed here to the multi-pass tests found in the literature of
which most of the implantation evaluations are based on. The wear tests in this study were carried
out during the run-in phase of the wear couple because the Al ball is constantly encountering a
fresh ISF steel surface as it slides. The greatest reductions in the COF from implantation studies
in the literature were observed during the run-in period of a test [10,28], which means this data
cannot be directly compared to multi-pass tests unless the 1st cycle is reported. The steady COF
for the implanted-surface wear tests indicate that as the dose increases the COF decreases in-turn.
Similar reported results [29,30] are attributed to a reduction in the adhesive wear mechanism
when the samples are tested in a oxidizing environment after many cycles due to implantationpromoted tribooxidation of the tribolayer, however during the first pass less of a distinction can
be made between oxidizing/non-oxidizing conditions in terms of the COF because the tribolayer
has not been built up and because the Al ball is constantly encountering a fresh ISF steel surface
without a tribolayer. The tribolayer forms a barrier between two sliding bodies and controls the
friction phenomena [31] in multi-pass wear tests. This is why the Ar-purge in these tests had a
negligible impact on the COF for all implantation conditions; the variation in the average COF
between the two testing conditions for a given implantation is likely due to experimental error.
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Implanting C+, N+, and S+ improved the COF in reference to the un-implanted samples for tests
in air and under an Ar-purge. The largest impact on COF was the type of ion implanted; S+
implantation provided the largest benefit to reducing the COF (0.72→ 0.14 for the 1 x 107
ions/cm2 dose) and the noise. Such large reductions in the COF have been observed for sulfur
implantations into steel [12,32] during dry sliding conditions. C+ implantation provided a small
benefit to the COF over the N+ implantations (See Figure 9), but the noise was not improved
compared to the N+ implant. Figure 10 illustrates the COF variation of un-implanted ISF Steel
vs. percent reduction. This illustrates that the COF during the run-in period cannot be improved
significantly by hardening one surface. In addition, Figure 11 gives example friction traces.
Hardening the ISF steel via cold rolling had no effect on the friction noise in the friction trace;
however the N+ implanted ISF steel surface drastically reduced the friction and the friction noise.
Another important consideration is the noise in the COF. Large amount of noise in situations
where adhesive wear dominates (see Section 4.2.3) indicates stick-slip motion (see Background
section, Figure 10) is occurring. During the sticking-phase, junction-growth [33] dominates the
measured COF and during the slipping-phase, delamination or some other material damaging
process dominates the COF. The measured COF is some linear combination of the two processes
based on the relative fraction of the two processes occurring. The friction traces of the unimplanted ISF steel were extremely noisy (20-23%). Nitrogen, carbon, and sulfur implantation
reduced the amount of noise with sulfur providing the smoothest friction trace. Since the COF
and noise decreased co-currently a reasonable conclusion is that the implantations played a role in
reducing junction growth by reducing the amount of adhesion.
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Figure 9: Wear Test Results. (a, top) The variation of the steady friction coefficient with dose, ion-type, and testing
condition. The un-implanted friction coefficients for the two testing conditions are given as a reference.(b,bottom) The
variation of the transferred Al area coverage with dose, ion-type, and testing condition. The un-implanted friction
coefficients for the two testing conditions are given as a reference.

The surface chemistry disrupted the stick-slip process by reducing the adhesive forces as is
evident in Figure 9. Using Tabors Junction growth formula, Eqn. (6) in the Background
Section, given the COF and noise, the average shear strength of the interface can be determined.
The Tabor junction growth formula uses the bulk yield-strength in shear, which for 1100-O
(annealed condition) Al is 2.5 ksi. The friction coefficient used in the formula is the average plus
the noise. Using Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations (see Appendix XXVII) of the
Fe|Al {100} interface along with the real contact area (W/Hsoft ) provides an upper-limit in the
estimation of the adhesion strength. DFT calculations indicated that the interfacial cleavage
energy was roughly 50% higher than that in bulk aluminum. Assuming that the same relationship
approximately holds for the shear strength (shear strength of 1100-O Al is 5.8 ksi), an estimate of
the maximum shear strength of the Fe|Al interface is 8.7 ksi. Applying this assumption, the
calculated interfacial shear strengths using Tabors junction growth formula are reasonable. For
example, the 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV implantation (COF = 0.35) had an average interfacial shear
strength of 1.4 ksi while the unimplanted sample (COF = 0.82) was 2.1 ksi. This indicates that
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interfacial films played a role in reducing the interfacial shear strength for all tests during the
sticking phase. This particular implanted sample had a lower interfacial shear strength by almost
0.7 ksi than the un-implanted sample indicating that the implantation played a role in reducing the
adhesive strength of the interface.

Figure 10: COF vs. percent reduction (cold work) in the ISF steel.

Figure 11: Example friction traces. Tests were carried out at a 3 lbs load and a 1 RPM speed
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4.2.5

The Role of the Native Oxide in the Initiation of Adhesive Wear

The fact that the test atmosphere had little impact on the COF is interesting. This can be
understood by appealing to the fact that the native oxide for a given implantation remained
unchanged whether the tests were in air or under an Ar-purge. Thus the breakdown of the
aluminum native oxide is a major factor in determining the COF. Oxides are commonly
associated with poor bimetallic adhesion and low COFs. For example, refer to the lower observed
COFs in the raised temperature (200⁰C - 500⁰C) wear studies in which oxidational wear
dominates [34], or wear tests carried out under high-vacuum [35,36] in which removing the
native oxide film after successive passes resulted in higher COFs. The aluminum native oxide
(Al2O3) is extremely chemically stable (ΔHf = -1676 KJ/mole) and needs to be broken through to
initiate any tribochemical reactions. One way oxide films are broken down is through a process
known as plastic roughening (see Figure 3, Background section) in which shear bands created
by asperity plasticity break through the oxide. This process is expected to be the most severe in
the Al-surface due to the high plasticity index (>> 1); the plasticity index of the ISF steel surface
varied from 0.39 – 0.91 depending on the surface hardness achieved through implantation. As a
result, it is expected that the contact zone to be fully plastic on the aluminum side, and fully
elastic or partially plastic on the ISF Steel side depending on the hardness. The above hypothesis
is in line with empirical data that suggests that at low loads (low contact area) the primary
observed wear mechanism is oxidational and at higher loads (larger contact area) the primary
observed wear mechanism is adhesive wear [37]. The role of increased contact area is that it
allows more force to be transferred at the interface, which results in larger delaminated wear
elements.
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It is known that when a pure metal is in contact with a ceramic such as an oxide or nitride
tribochemical reactions can occur. Whether the removal of the Fe3O4 is necessary for good
adhesion is debatable. Given the calculated plasticity indices for the implanted ISF steel, the
process that should be more important for the removal of the iron-oxides on the ISF steel surface
is the reduction of the oxide by contact with un-oxidized Al (Figure 5b, Background)[38,39]. In
the Background section, it was speculated that the formed amorphous alumina likely gets rubbed
away after it transferred to the Fe3O4 surface. However, this may not be the case because Al
reacts with Fe3O4 extremely exothermically (ΔHform = -3347 KJ/mole) in a reduction reaction and
in light of this fact it is expected that Al will bind strongly to Fe-oxides. One way to answer this
question is perform depth profiles in the microgrooves and look for aluminum on the
surface/near-surface; it is expected that during the Mutual Material Transfer process that
aluminum will transfer and mix into the iron-oxide film on the surface as a result of the reduction
reaction. During Mutual Material Transfer, the transferred debris ploughs into the ISF steel
surface , which is evident from the microgrooves on the surface. It is expected that as the Al
debris ploughs into the ISF surface un-oxidized Al (formed from plastic roughening of the surface
of the debris) will bind and react with the iron oxide film. If the reacted Al mixes/diffuses into
the oxide film some Al should be left behind in the form of a transfer film. AES depth profiling of
transferred films formed during wear tests have been performed previously [40, 41, 42] and have
provided information about the nature of transfer film substrate interface. By learning the nature
of the interface between the transfer film and the ISF steel we can deduce the nature of the
adhesive bond between the aluminum and implanted ISF steel.
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Figure 12: An example of a transfer film. a) high magnification image of a transfer film from debris. b) high
magnification image of the transfer film after sputtering. The composition of the film was 45% Al, 15% Fe, 4%
C, 36% O. The transfer film was from unimplanted sample. Image taken on the TopCon90 SEM.

An example of a transfer layer on which the depth profiling was performed is given in Figure 12.
Transfer layers like these are typically seen when one views a microgroove under highmagnification. The average electron range in Al at a 5kV energy and a 45⁰ tilt is 100nm. That fact
that Fe was detected in the EDS analysis indicates that the Al film is under 100nm and can be
depth profiled through in a reasonable amount of time. This image were taken by an SEM before
and after the sample was put in the PHI 590 Multiprobe for depth profiling. The procedure
implemented to carry out these depth profiles is described in the Methodology section. Figure 13
shows the depth profile of the transfer film. As expected there is a carbon film and native oxide
layer on the outside of the aluminum film. Between the aluminum and iron layers is a mixed
layer. The mixed layer is likely an alloyed form of Fe3O4 due to relatively high oxygen content
and the fact that the oxygen/iron amounts rise together. What the data suggests is that the
aluminum-iron interface is not well defined and there is a considerable amount of
mixing/diffusion that occurs and that the iron-oxide layer does not need to be removed for
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adhesion to occur. During the formation of the transfer layer aluminum wear debris slides on the
surface and sticks to the ISF steel surface. As with the initial wear element formation process via
delamination, the aluminum-oxide layer breaks down due to plastic deformation and exposes
fresh aluminum to the iron oxide film on the surface. The reduction of the iron-oxide takes place
and during this process a mixed/reacted layer forms. In previous studies [42, 43] depth profiling
through transfer films revealed a mechanically mixed layer as the boundary between the substrate
and transfer film. In this particular case, the mixed layer has more shear strength than the
aluminum because after the mixed/reacted layer formed the depth profile indicates that shear
failure occurred within the aluminum phase. Example depth profiles on transfer layers formed on
implanted surfaces are provided in the Appendix XXVIII-XXX. In these cases, implantation
resulted in shear failure clearly occurring in the mixed layers. In addition, the depth profiles
indicate that the aluminum does not penetrate past the oxide barrier indicating that iron oxide
removal is not necessary for adhesion. The mixed layers for the C+ and N+ implantations
contained more implanted species than that formed on the sulfur implanted surface. Note that Allayers were also found on the implanted surface as with the unimplanted surface.

The role of the mixed layer needs to be addressed. During the wear element formation process
forces are transmitted through the mixed layer. It is likely that incorporation of the implanted
elements into the mixed layer lowered its strength. If the strength of the mixed layer depends
upon implanted species type and the amount of implanted species mixed into the layer then it is
likely that good adhesion reducing elements require less concentration to cause fracturing of the
mixed layer under a given shear load, which is why less sulfur was found in the sulfur implanted
surface’s mixed layer. In fact, the carbon and nitrogen implantation surfaces appeared to undergo
diffusion during the wear testing leading to higher near surface levels of nitrogen and carbon.
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Implanted species redistribution is typically observed on implanted surfaces after wear testing
[10, 44] and is attributed to surface segregation during wear testing. Implanted species
redistribution during wear testing is the reason that implanted surfaces contain the implanted
element in the wear scar even when the wear scar exceeds the implanted zone [44]. The depth
resolution of the depth profiles are not a factor in this study due to the small depths sputtered
needed to get to the mixed layers. The deepest mixed layer was 50 nm, which gives a surface
roughness based error in depth of 6nm [45]. At this depth resolution, only neighboring data points
overlap and a mixed layer is still well defined.

Figure 13: AES depth profile of the elements in the transfer layer in the unimplanted sample tested in
air.

4.2.6

Summary of the Friction Generating Mechanisms
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In light of the above data from 4.2.5, it is likely that the hardness of the implanted surface and
thickness of the native oxide film plays no role in friction generation. The amount of friction
generated during a wear test should depend on the strength of the mixed layer as the data above
suggests. Based on the high oxygen content and the fact that the iron/oxygen amounts rise
together the mixed layer is primarily Al alloyed Fe3O4. In the unimplanted samples, the sheared
layer was primarily aluminum, however in the implanted samples the sheared layer was the
mixed layer (Al, Fe, O, X = N, C, S). This indicates that the implanted elements lowered the
shear strength of the mixed layer leading to fracture through that region instead of the aluminumrich region. Because implantation lowered the strength of the mixed region relative to the
aluminum-rich region lower friction coefficients were observed. Junction growth was the primary
friction generating mechanism in the un-implanted tests due to the large amount of noise
generated (see Figure 14). It was determined (4.3.1) that abrasion was not the primary wear
mechanism in the unimplanted samples and that implantation likely increased the fraction of wear
debris that was from abrasion; however wear debris generation was not the primary source of
friction due to the large amount of plasticity associated with junction growth. Implantation
reduced the extent of junction growth relative to the unimplanted condition because the COF
noise % and average COF were reduced concurrently as a result of implantation. Sulfur
implantation provided the most benefit in the reduction of the COF, which can be attributed to
sulfur being a good adhesion reducer when mixed in the mixed-layer.

Here we assumed that the chemistry of the interface between the transfer film and the ISF steel is
the same as that between the Al rider and the ISF steel when the surfaces initially adhere to form
wear debris. There is not a credible reason to assume otherwise because in both situations Al (due
to plastic roughening) comes in contact with iron-oxide and in both situations a transfer film will
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get left behind. The only difference is that in this study transfer layers inside microgrooves from
already formed debris were used.

4.3

Wear Measurements

4.3.1

Metal Transfer and Tribo-Oxidation Measurements

Figure 14: Wear Test Results..(b,bottom) The variation of the transferred Al area coverage with dose, iontype, and testing condition. The un-implanted friction coefficients for the two testing conditions are given
as a reference.

The results of the transferred Al area coverage (CX × Area) as provided by quantitative image
analysis are provided in Figure 14. Example EDS used are provided in Appendix XXXI. The
un-implanted tests had an order-of-magnitude higher area coverage than the worst performing
implanted surface. For the carbon and nitrogen implants the amount of metal transfer decreased
as the dose increased as expected because the implanted zone concentration increased with dose.
For all three implanted ions, as the dose increased so did the relative intensities of the
carbide/nitride/sulfide peaks, which means the implanted surface wear elements became more
enriched in these phases as the dose increased. The dose affected the metal transfer in the sulfur
implants comparatively less, which was likely because implantation saturation affects due to
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sputtering became prominent after a dose of 1e17 ions/cm2. Overall the sulfur implants performed
better than the carbon and nitrogen implants. The Ar-purge affected the amount of metal transfer.
For the un-implanted, carbon, and nitrogen implanted conditions at all doses Ar-purging
increased the amount of Al-transfer. In fact, after purging the metal transfer amounts on the
nitrogen and carbon implanted samples were comparable. This effect was not observed in the
sulfur implants with the 1e17 and 2e17 doses; the presence of oxygen in the test atmosphere
affected the metal transfer onto the un-implanted, carbon, and nitrogen implanted surfaces by
decreasing it, but had no effect on the sulfur implanted surfaces at the two largest doses despite
the debris having the highest amounts of debris oxygen amounts according to the Table in
Appendix XXIV. It is likely that in the case of the sulfur-implanted surface, the sulfurized wear
elements are more effective at disrupting wear element growth than nitrided and carburized wear
elements such that any reduction in iron wear element oxidation is negligible.

Figure 15: The variation of the oxygen content of the debris with dose, ion-type, and testing
condition. Equation (3) was used calculate the relative change in oxygen content. The unimplanted sample debris oxygen content was 1.41 (0.02) for tests in air and 1.13 (0,03) for tests
under Ar-purge.
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Figure 15 gives the relative oxygen content of the debris generated during the wear tests. The
Methodology section details how the relative oxygen content was determined. Example EDS
maps used are in Appendix XXXII. Purging with Ar during the wear tests produced debris
containing less oxygen. The relative oxygen content in Figure 15 compares well with the debris
EDS data in Appendix XXIV. Note that Ar purging didn’t eliminate oxidation outright- it just
reduced it. Hence, the difference in debris oxygen content between tests in air and under Ar
purging can be taken as the amount of tribo-oxidation that got reduced. For nitrogen-implanted
samples, the amount of tribo-oxidation increased in both testing conditions relative to the unimplanted samples, however the amount of tribo-oxidation did not increase with dose. This is in
contrast with the carbon and sulfur implanted samples, which displayed dose dependent tribooxidative behavior. The data of the native oxide film thickness in Appendix I indicate that the
films formed on the C+/S+ implanted surfaces were thicker than those formed in the N+
implanted surface and increased with dose. According to Mott Cabrera oxide growth kinetics
(comparing Eqn. (7) and Eqn. (8) in the Background section), a thicker oxide film corresponds to
faster growth kinetics while holding other variables constant. As indicated in Section 4.2.2, a
Pearson correlation coefficient analysis of the debris chemistries as measured by EDS revealed
that there is a correlation between oxygen content and iron content meaning that the changes in
tribo-oxidation observed are due to changes in the iron content of the debris. This means that
while aluminum wear element oxidation may provide some baseline oxygen amount, variations
between the different samples are due to the iron wear elements oxidizing.

4.3.2

Relationship between Metal Transfer and Tribo-Oxidation
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The fact that purging raised the amount of metal transfer for the nitrogen/carbon/low-dose-sulfur
implantations, and that the debris oxygen contents were lower than tests in air, indicates that
oxidation played some role in metal transfer reduction for these implantations. The sulfur
implantations had the highest amount of oxidation, but at the two highest dose amounts purging
did not affect the amount of metal transfer. This indicates that in the case of sulfur, oxidation did
not affect metal transfer at the highest doses. A relationship between oxidation amount and Al
surface area coverage could only be established for the carbon implantations. Table 1 breaks
down the Pearson correlation coefficients for each test condition and implanted species. For each
species/testing condition the Pearson correlation coefficients are based on a sample size of 15 (3
implanted conditions per species x 5 EDS map samples per implantation condition). The critical
Pearson correlation coefficient for 95% certainty is 0.51. For the tests in air, there is definitely a
correlation between metal transfer coverage area and the relative oxidation content (see
Methodology section for definitions of these values) for the carbon implantations. However, for
the tests under Ar-purge no relationship between debris oxygen content and aluminum transfer
could be established for all implanted species. This means that under oxygen-lean conditions
tribo-oxidation isn’t severe enough to affect metal transfer and other mechanisms dominate metal
transfer. For instance in the nitrogen implantations, tribo-oxidation played some role in metal
transfer reduction as illustrated in Figure 14; however since the oxidation amount didn’t vary
significantly with dose, but the metal transfer amount did vary with dose a strong correlation
could not be statistically determined. There is evidence [23, 46] that implanting nitrogen can
enhance the initiation and sustainability of oxidational wear, which was observed by comparing
tests in air and under Ar-purge. It is likely that in this case, the nitrides formed in the implanted
layer wear elements played a larger role in reducing metal transfer than the oxidation of the wear
elements. For the sulfur implantations, a similar argument can be used. It should be pointed out
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that for a given implanted species, the reason the correlation coefficients were analyzed
separately for the air tests and the Ar-purge tests was to resolve the magnitude of the impact of
oxidation under each condition on metal transfer. The fact that oxidation only played a major role
in one specific case listed in Table 1 will be discussed below

Table 1 The Pearson correlation coefficient relating the relative change in oxygen content
(3) and Al area coverage (2). Note that the critical Pearson correlation coefficient for at least
95% certainty is 0.51
Pearson Correlation Coefficients
Species

Ar Purge

Air

N+

-0.05

-0.33

C+

-0.39

-0.64

S+

-0.21

-0.26

The fact that the Al transfer to the N+/C+/S+ ISF Steel implanted surfaces depended on dose for
the tests under the Ar purge, but had no correlation with the relative change in oxygen content,
indicates that the nitrided, carburized, and sulfurized wear elements also played a role in
disrupting the process of debris build-up. This observation is in-line with Sasada’s [22] original
experiment investigating SiC grit size on three-body wear mode. He argued that the fine ceramic
particles limited the build-up of debris on the wear track by creating a beneficial tribolayer.
Similar phenomena are seen with ceramic composite alloys during fretting [47, 48] and
unidirectional [49] sliding tests. After many cycles, the generated wear debris from these tests is
loose and can be collected then analyzed. The collected debris contains small amounts of the
ceramic reinforcement. Solid-lubricants such as MoSi2 [21] and FeS [50] also prevent build-up of
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debris, however the difference is that the tribo-layers generated by solid-lubricant are
comparatively lower in friction and generate less wear. Nevertheless, the nitrided/carburized wear
elements formed a tribolayer that was abrasive due to the nitride/carbide content. When the tests
were in air the debris oxidation made the debris even more abrasive by oxidizing the elemental
iron in the wear elements. The sulfurized wear elements formed a tribolayer that decreased the
amount of metal transfer, but was not compounded by oxidation.

4.3.3

Proposed Mechanism for Reducing Metal Transfer

When an Al wear-element forms from via an elementary wear mechanism, there is a finite
probability that it will stick to the opposing surface and act as a protrusion. Through the process
of Mutual Material Transfer (See Background section), this debris particle will continue to buildup while it obstructs the sliding surface. The obstruction forces can lead to ploughing into either
surface. Once the particle reaches a critical size, it is swept away because the obstruction forces
overcome the adhesive force of the debris to the surface. In addition, there is a finite probability
that swept away debris can reattach to the surface at an apex point of sufficient height. The
permanently transferred debris must have sufficient adhesion to the surface such that the
obstruction forces don’t overcome the adhesion forces. Implanted Fe wear elements can inhibit
the above process through three mechanisms: directly inhibiting the build-up of wear debris,
weakening the debris particle such that it breaks apart when sliding surface obstruction occurs,
and reducing the size of the wear-elements formed. Each mechanism will be discussed separately.

As was observed for sulfur, implanted ISF steel wear elements begin attaching to Al wear
elements after they form. This was not observed for the carbon and nitrogen implantations;
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carbon/nitrogen implanted ISF steel wear elements were only detected in fully developed debris
with multiple Al wear elements, but this fact does not preclude them from existing as a more
detailed examination needed to be done. Implanted wear elements can be incorporated into the
Al debris via either mechanical locking or by chemical bonding. The majority of the ISF steel
wear elements are expected to be incorporated into debris when structurally weak points like
asperities come in contact with debris that is being pushed along the wear track, and to be most
severe during debris ploughing because of the large area of contact. Adhesion to the aluminum
surface can result in aluminum wear element formation and result in debris growth. Adhesion to
the implanted surface could result in permanent metal transfer. Once an implanted wear element
gets incorporated into the debris it can inhibit the adhesion of that debris to the implanted surface
or aluminum surface thereby disrupting the Mutual Material Transfer process. The impact of
impurities on the adhesion of the [100] Fe|Al interface was evaluated [51] using Density
Functional Theory (DFT); sulfur and oxygen reduced the adhesion energy more than carbon,
nitrogen, and boron. Because the ISF steel wear elements have impurities in them, it is expected
that the bonding is inhibited between these wear elements and the Al /implanted surfaces. In a
similar manner, the introduction of implanted ISF steel wear elements between aluminum wear
elements should reduce the total cohesive strength of the bundle of particles such that it breaks
apart due to the obstruction forces without building up.

Compressive and shear stresses are transmitted through the debris once it reaches a size that
obstructs the sliding of the surfaces. This size is dependent on the effective roughness of the
surfaces. The introduction of fine, non-metallic particles into growing debris can facilitate the
fracture of the debris in conjunction with the obstruction forces, which could limit the size of the
debris because the obstruction forces are proportional to the size of the debris. In addition, once
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the debris breaks apart it is possible that some of it will not re-stick to the surface and get swept
away.

For instance, the FeS phase is weak along the basal plane due to its layered (Fe-S-Fe)

structure, which means the incorporation of sulfurized wear-elements into growing debris limits
the sustainable debris tensile or shear loads. Hard, nonmetallic particles when bound between
aluminum wear elements can also reduce the cohesive strength of the debris by providing weak
points of contact between the Al wear-elements. If the debris are cohesively weak they will
break-apart, however cohesively strong debris will plough into the surface. Whether debris can
transmit the above forces depends on two primary factors: the debris buckling resistance under
the compressive load and the shear resistance. If the debris fails in either component of loading it
will break apart instead of ploughing into the surface. This explains why the samples tested in air
contained less metal transfer; oxidized wear elements should not adhere well to the implanted ISF
steel surface, or the Al surface if the reduction of iron-oxide via Al is inhibited by the presence of
the implanted impurities in the oxide. The inhibition of the reduction reaction via implantation
will be discussed in Section 4.5.

Reducing the adhesion across an interface reduces the amount of shear force transmitted across
the interface and hence the size of the wear-elements that are formed is reduced. Large wearelements that obstruct the sliding surface cannot easily break apart. As a result, these particles
will continue to plough into either surface un-inhibited.

4.3.4

Summary of Metal Transfer Results
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In general, the amount of metal transfer decreased with implantation dose. This was determined
via comparative Al Kα EDS mapping an Al Kα EDS map from a polished 1100 Al sample as a
reference.
Sulfur implantation had the greatest reduction in metal transfer, and carbon implantation was
more effective than nitrogen implantation. Testing the samples in air resulted in less metal
transfer than testing under Ar-purge for the carbon and nitrogen implantations, but not the sulfur
implantations at the two highest doses. This means that tribo-oxidation played a role in reducing
metal transfer for the carbon, nitrogen, and low-dose sulfur implanted samples. The amount of
tribo-oxidation was quantified via comparative O Kα EDS mapping using an O Kα EDS map
from a polished 1100 Al sample as a reference. For the sulfur and carbon implantations the
amount of tribo-oxidation increased with dose. For the nitrogen implantations, the amount of
tribo-oxidation did not depend on dose. The amount of tribo-oxidation correlated well with the
EDS debris chemistries in Appendix XXIV. Comparing the relative oxygen content (amount of
tribo-oxidation) to the amount of metal transfer for the different testing conditions (air or Arpurge) separately there was a statistical correlation that suggested tribo-oxidation played a major
role in reducing metal transfer for the carbon implantations. While oxidation certainly affected
the nitrogen implanted samples there was not a strong-enough change of oxygen content with
dose to establish a correlation within the 95% confidence range. Oxidation did not affect the
metal transfer for the sulfur implantations. In oxygen-lean conditions (Ar-purge), no statistical
relationship could be established between tribo-oxidation amounts and metal transfer. The likely
reason is that under Ar-lean conditions other mechanisms dominate metal transfer.

It was proposed that the introduction of implanted ISF steel wear elements into growing wear
debris disrupted the Mutual Material Transfer process via following pathways: inhibiting the
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adhesion of the wear debris to the ISF steel surface, inhibiting the adhesion of the ISF steel debris
to the Al surface, and structurally weakening the debris such that the transmitted stress levels are
limited leading to smaller debris sizes.

4.4

Density Functional Theory (DFT) Modeling of Cohesive Energy

This section contains DFT modeling results of the cohesive energy of the mixed layer. Section
4.3.3 indicated that the mixed layer was likely the native oxide film with aluminum added.
Therefore, the computations preformed in this section will be using a base bulk model of Fe3O4
with aluminum plus the implanted elements substituted. The cohesive energy of the model will be
calculated as a function of aluminum and implanted element substitution.

Details of the

computations are provided in the Methodology section.

4.4.1

Cohesive Energy and its Dependence on Strain Energy

The formation energy of a defect-free supercell is given by:

E form
cell  E cell perf  

n

m E
i

iso
i

(1)

i 1

Ecell[perf] is the energy of the relaxed supercell without a defect. Eiiso is the energy of the isolated
ith atom, and mi is the number of ith atoms in the supercell. The cohesive energy is the negative of
the formation energy in Eqn. (1). The change in formation energy of the cell after replacing a Fe
atom with an impurity is:
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iso
iso
ΔE form
cell  E cell X  S  E cell perf   E Fe  E X



(2)

X is the added impurity. Ecell [X→S] is the supercell energy with the impurity X occupying a
substitutional site S that was occupied by a Fe atom. Equation (2) can be further simplified by
adding and subtracting the supercell energy of a carefully chosen reference state. In this case, the
reference state is the supercell energy with a vacancy replacing a substitutional site: E cell [V→S].
The formation energy to add a single impurity or Fe atom to the supercell is:



iso
E form
X,Fe  E cell X, Fe  S  E cell V  S  E X,Fe



(3)

After solving (3) for Ecell [V→S] for the case of Fe and X substitution respectively, Ecell [V→S]
can be added and subtracted on the right-hand-side of (2). This reduces (2) to:

form
ΔE form
 E form
cell  E X
Fe

(4)

Equation (4) states that the change in supercell formation energy by substituting an X atom for an
Fe atom is given as the differences in the formation energies to replace a vacancy with a X atom
and Fe atom. Remember that the cohesive energy is the negative of the formation energy as
defined. Such an expression [52] for the influence of impurities on fracture energy has been
derived.

Strain energy plays a major role in the interstitial/substitutional formation energy whether one is
doing calculations on bulk or on surface systems [53]. When a foreign atom is inserted into a
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substitutional or interstitial site it produces a distortion in the surrounding lattice due to size
mismatch. This study proposes that the impurity atom formation energy has two components: a
strain component related to the distortion of the surrounding matrix (Estrain), and a chemical
binding component related to the foreign atom forming chemical bonds with the matrix (EBind).
Therefore, in the relaxed configuration, the formation energy is given by:

E form  E bind  E strain

(5)

Note that Ebind and Estrain will have opposite signs. The strain energy is a positive quantity, which
raises the energy of the lattice due to the work being done. As the strain energy increases the
binding energy decreases as the chemical bonds between the impurity and the matrix approach
their optimal bond length. When the strain energy increase (dEstrain) of the lattice is equal to the
decrease of the binding energy (dEbind) relaxation around the impurity stops. The impurity
formation energy is the total change in bond energy within the system. This results from the
matrix-impurity bond formation and the matrix-matrix bond distortion with respect to a reference
state. The bond energy components of bond ‘i' can be written as the sum of the attractive and
repulsive terms:

E ibond  E iatt  E irep

(6)

Hence the formation energy can be written as the sum over the changes in the attraction/repulsive
energies in going from State A to State B. State A is the isolated impurity and the matrix without
the vacancy. State B is the impurity occupying the vacancy. The formation energy can be written
as:
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i 1

r and s are the number of bonds between the matrix-impurity and the matrix-matrix. What (7)
implies is that the binding energy is the sum of the bond energies between matrix and impurity.
The strain energy is the total change in the matrix-matrix bond energy.

The associated strain energy can be determined by performing a self-consistent calculation on the
distorted lattice with the foreign atom removed and not allowing for relaxation. It is important to
emphasize that the foreign atom distorts the supercell lattice parameters as well as the atoms
within the supercell. In the calculations herein only the atomic distortion is considered; thus the
strain energy calculated in this study cannot be considered the actual strain energy caused by the
foreign atom. Because the cell boundaries are constrained the atomic distortion creates a cell
pressure that acts at the cell boundaries. The substitutional strain energy is then given by:

E strain  E dist
cell  E cell [V  Fe]v

(8)

Ecelldist is the energy of the distorted cell with the foreign atom removed. The other atoms in the
supercell are in their distorted positions. Ecelldist is not a relaxed energy. Ecell[V→Fe] is the
relaxed energy of the cell with a vacancy defect replacing an iron atom. Note that the strain
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energy must always be positive. In this case, when the substitutional atom is inserted into the
vacancy work is done against the surrounding atoms to “make room” for the substitutional atom.

The binding energy, Ebind, is the energy required to remove the foreign atom from the relaxed
configuration. This is given by:



iso
E bind  E cell X  Fe  E dist
cell  E X



(9)

Ecell[X→Fe] is relaxed energy of the supercell with the foreign atom (X = C, N or S) replacing an
iron atom at a substitutional site. EXiso is the energy of the isolated foreign atom. If (2) and (4) are
combined into (3) results in the formal definition of the formation energy:



X
E form
 E cell X  Fe  E cell [V  Fe]  E iso
X



(10)

The change in the cohesive energy of the system as a result of replacing a Fe atom with an
impurity is now rewritten as:

ΔE cohesive  ΔE bind X  Fe  ΔE strain X  Fe

(11)

ΔEbind[ X → Fe] is the change in binding energy by replacing an iron atom with a impurity X.
ΔEdist[ X → Fe] is the change in strain energy by replacing an iron atom with an impurity. These
quantities are calculated by:

ΔE bind X  Fe  E bind X  E bind X  Fe

ΔE strain X  Fe  E strain X  E strain X  Fe

(12a/12b)
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When the impurity is an interstitial-site the interstitial strain and binding energy are given by:

E strain  E dist
cell  E



(13)

cell

iso
E bind  E cell  X  E dist
cell  E X



(14)

Ecell[+X] is the relaxed energy of the supercell with the interstitial added. Ecell is the energy of the
cell without an impurity or vacancy added.

The difference between the interstitial (10) and

substitutional (4) strain energies are the reference configurations: Ecell [V→Fe] and Ecell. When
substitutional and interstitial impurities are both added the reference configuration for the strain
energy is Ecell [V→Fe].

In this study, the formation energy as defined by (1) and by extension the cohesive energy
changes are reported as a result of impurity substitution and the change in binding and strain
energy components are reported.

4.4.2

Change of Cohesive Energy with Impurity Additions

The Fe3O4 phase was chosen as the base oxide structure because during depth profiles through
transfer layers a mixed Fe-Al-O-X( =N, C,S) layer was detected at the Fe-Al interface. The depth
profiling data also suggested that the native oxide film was not completely removed in all the
cases. In addition, if the mixed layer were a combination of Fe+Fe3O4+Amorphous Al2O3 as
suggested in Figure 5b of the Background Section the transfer layer of the unimplanted sample
would have separated at the mixed layer instead of at the Al interface because (Fe+Fe 2O3)-Al2O3
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isn’t expected to form strong adhesive bonds. In this study, the impurities were substituted on the
octahedral/tetrahedral sites because according to the XPS data (Figure 5 Section 4.1.4) the
impurities only experienced a positive binding energy shift, which means they and to be directly
coordinated with O-atoms.

An illustration of the magnetite unit cell used in these calculations is displayed in Figure 16.
Supercell used is the cubic conventional unit cell. The conventional unit cell has 56 atoms (24 Featoms, 32 O-atoms) arranged in an inverse spinel structure with 16 octahedrally coordinated Fe
atoms (blue atoms) and 8 tetrahedrally coordinated Fe atoms (black atoms). The O-atoms are
labeled in red Trivalent Fe-atoms occupy both tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated sites
while divalent Fe-atoms occupy just the octahedrally coordinated sites [54]. In this series of
calculations, the sulfur, carbon, nitrogen, and aluminum impurities are inserted in both the
substitutional (octahedral and tetrahedral) sites and interstitial sites. Figure 17 shows the unit cell
layer by layer. The interstitial sites are also shown as light-grey circles. The interstitial atoms all
symmetrically equivalent: 4 oxygen atom 1st nearest neighbors with 1 tetrahedral iron atom
nearest neighbor and 4 octahedral Fe-atom 2nd nearest neighbors. The {001} stacking is in 8layers: A1B1 A2B2 A3B3 A4B4. The subscript indicates the orientation of the stacking. Sequential
orientations (1 → 2, 2 → 3, etc.) are related to each other by a 90 ⁰ rotation and a -0.25*lattice
parameter shift along the Y-axis.
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Figure 16: Magnetite supercell used for cohesive energy calculations. Tetrahedral Fe atoms are
colored black and the octahedral Fe toms are blue.

The calculated lattice parameter of the conventional unit cell was 8.21 Å, which compares well
with the experimentally [55] determined one of 8.39 Å. The calculated value of the lattice
parameter also compares well with those determined via DFT within the Generalized Gradient
Approximation (GGA): 8.37 Å [56] and 8.14 Å [57]. The total calculated cohesive energy of the
conventional unit cell is 286.40 eV, which gives 35.80 eV per formula-unit. This compares well
with the experimentally determined value of 34.6 eV [58]. DFT computed results within the GGA
yielded 38.0 eV [56] and 36.0 eV [57] per formula-unit.
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Figure 17: Magnetite structure layer by layer view along the z-axis. Interstitial atoms appear as
light grey circles.

The results of the computations with the impurities are given in Appendix XXVIII. The effect
of adding Al to Fe3O4 will first be discussed. Figure 18 illustrates the change in cohesion energy
and its strain/binding energy components vs. Al atom-pair separation. The addition of Al to Fe3O4
on the octahedral substitutional sites raises the cohesive energy (by lowering the formation
energy) of the supercell, but as the Al atoms move closer together the cohesive energy decreases.
The main contributor to the cohesive energy decrease is the increase in strain energy; as the atoms
move closer together in the lattice they cooperatively strain the lattice. Interestingly, the binding
energy remains relatively constant with distance until the closest distance at which the binding
energy increases. The reason that the binding energy increases is that the two Al atoms “push” on
the same two oxygen atoms (see Figure 19 for the oxygen atoms between the A1,1 and A1,2
substitutional sites) and that the oxygen atoms cannot fully relax to their optimal
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distances/relative-direction with respect to the Al atoms. The binding in ceramics is directional
due to the hybridization of the s-p molecular orbitals. Figure 19 illustrates the relaxation
directions of the O atoms as a result of the distortion caused by the Al atom. Note that O atoms
relax into the Al-substituted site because Al octahedrally coordinated with O has a smaller
binding radius (Al-O binding radius in Al2O3 is 0.98 Å) than the Fe-O binding radius (1.12 Å).
When the A1,1 and A1,2 substitutional sites are occupied by Al atoms the O atoms are pushed in a
direction that doesn’t form optimal bonds with the Al atoms, which is why the binding energy
increases at the shortest Al-Al pair distance. The fact that the A-O binding distance (1.05 Å) stays
constant until the A1,1 and A1,2 substitutional sites are occupied gives evidence as to why the
binding energy stays constant up to the closest Al-Al pair distance at which it decreases to 0.99
Å.

When the Al atom is substituted on the tetrahedral site there is a smaller decrease in formation
energy (smaller cohesive energy gain) at the largest separation distance. Interestingly the
formation energy doesn’t change with Al-Al separation distance, which is likely due to the large
Al-Al pair distances of the tetrahedral Al atoms. The tetrahedral site binding energy is smaller
than the octahedral binding due to the smaller coordination number, but like the octahedral site
does not change with Al-Al spacing- even at the shortest Al-Al separation distance. Unlike the
octahedral site Al-Al pairs, the strain energy does not change with Al-Al spacing because the
distortions have minimal overlap due to the relatively larger Al-Al spacing.

Adding an Al atom to the interstitial sites, in general, was not beneficial to the cohesive energy.
Every pair separation distance except for the longest one raised the formation energy (decreased
the cohesive energy). The binding energy association with this position was smaller than the
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tetrahedral and octahedral positions. The likely reason is the 2 fold coordination number (2
tetrahedral Fe atoms). Comparing the largest Al-Al pair distances, on a per coordination number
basis the strain energy was higher (2.30 ev/CN) compared to the octahedral (0.67 eV/CN) and
tetrahedral (1.33 eV/CN) sites. The smaller interstitial nearest neighbor distance (1.73 Å) between
the Al-O atoms compared to the octahedral (2.04 Å) and tetrahedral (1.87 Å) sites is likely the
reason for the higher strain-energy/CN. At the largest Al-Al pair distance, the binding energy per
CN for the interstitial (-1.51 eV/CN) was higher than that calculated on the octahedral (-1.00
eV/CN) and tetrahedral (-1.30 eV/CN) sites. The reason for this is that bonds associated with
lower coordination numbers tend to be stronger due to better overlap (i.e. stronger exchangecorrelation energy contribution to bond strength) [59]. It appears that the binding energy between
the Al atom and 2 Fe tetrahedral atoms is not enough to compensate for the strain energy
generated from the distortion, which is why it has the highest formation energy.

Table 2: The formation energy change and its components resulting from impurity substitutions into
the Fe3O4 supercell.
Al

S

N

C

Eform

Estrain

Ebind

Eform

Estrain

Ebind

Eform

Estrain

Ebind

Eform

Estrain

Ebind

A-site

-1.94

-0.53

-1.41

1.76

2.97

-1.21

0.95

0.97

-0.02

0.68

0.83

-0.15

B-site

-0.13

0.41

-0.54

2.24

1.82

0.42

1.31

1.50

-0.19

1.09

1.49

-0.40

The addition of nitrogen, carbon, and sulfur to the oxide interstitial site raised the formation
energy (lowered the cohesive energy) of Fe3O4. This is in contrast to Al that lowered the
formation energy of the oxide. Table 2 provides the results of the formation energy studies at a
pair separation distance of 8.21 Å and compares the results with the Al studies.

When

substitutions are made on the interstitial site sulfur raised the formation energy of the supercell
the most. Interestingly sulfur had the highest binding energies to the matrix- meaning that it
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formed the strongest bonds. However, sulfur created the most strain energy in the supercell. The
binding energy results make sense if one refers to the S-O disassociation energy (3.74 eV/bond)
compared to the Fe-O (2.24 eV/bond), Al-O (3.03 eV/bond), N-O (2.37 eV/bond), and C-O (0.85
eV/bond). The bond energy data was taken from [52]. Sulfur is the most reactive element with
oxygen. The strain energy results are not surprising after close examination. At the A-site, the
sulfur, nitrogen, and carbon impurities cause the oxygen atoms to relax inward as was observed
with aluminum (Figure 19). The magnitude of the strains trends with the ionic radius of the
impurities with the exception of sulfur. According to XPS data, (Appendix XVII) the sulfur had
a shift consistent with a +4/+6 oxidation state, carbon had a shift consistent +4 oxidation state,
and nitrogen hada shift consistent with a +3 oxidation state. Assuming that aluminum adopts a +3
oxidation state (as is observed in Al2O3), the ionic radii of the impurities decrease in the following
order: Al (53.5 pm), S (+4/37 pm, +6/29 pm), C (16 pm), and N (16 pm). Bond lengths and hence
ionic/covalent radii of a chemical bond are determined by the ionic/covalent components of the
bonding. The likely reason why sulfur has higher strain energy is due to the larger covalency
component of the bond; covalent bonds are longer than ionic bonds and will require more “room”
for the bonds and hence cause more strain to create that room. The reason for the higher
covalency of the S impurity is its ability to form sp 3d2 orbitals when octahedrally coordinated
[60]. Aluminum, nitrogen, and carbon do not have this ability, and hence the bonding in Al 2O3 is
mostly ionic. For all the impurities, interstitial site occupation raised the formation energy (lower
the cohesive energy) of the supercell. The reason for this is that the strain energy created by
interstitial site occupation was the highest due to smaller spacing between the interstitial and its
oxygen NN (1.73 Å).
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4.4.3

Summary of Cohesive Energy Trends

The relevance of using the cohesive energy as the calculated quantity is that cohesive energy is
directly related to the surface energy of the material [61, 62], which means that lowering the
cohesive energy of the material will lower the fracture energy of the material. In addition,
changes in the cohesive energy will also reflect on the Al 2O3 formation energy in the reduction
reaction discussed above; raising the cohesive energy of Fe3O4 will reduce the reactivity of Fe3O4
towards Al. In the case of N, C, and S impurities, the cohesive energy of Fe3O4 was lowered, and
Al additions raised the cohesive energy. Hence the reactivity of the Fe 3O4 towards Al based on
the formation enthalpy was raised by the addition of the N, C, and S impurities. The results of
these calculations are in line with what’s observed in the depth profiles of the transfer films. The
mixed layer, which was assumed to have a Fe3O4 structure, is the zone of fracture in the N, C, and
S implanted surface. In the unimplanted surfaces, the zone of fracture was in the Al-rich region
despite there being evidence of Al in the mixed layer. The reasons for cohesive energy reduction
were determined by separating it into two components: the binding energy and strain energy
changes resulting from impurity substitution. Sulfur generated the highest strain energy in the
surrounding lattice and also had the highest binding energy; however the high binding energy was
not enough to compensate for the high strain energy. C and N had the lowest strain energies, but
they also had the lowest binding energies, which did not compensate for the strain energy. Al had
moderate strain energies, but the binding energy compensated for it on the substitutional sites.
The effect of strain energy caused by so-called size-mismatch cannot be ignored when
considering cohesive energy.
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The role of strain energy in fracture mechanics is well known [63]. The external work required to
fracture a material is the sum of the elastic, plastic, and cohesive energies. When work is done on
the system, the sign of work is positive. If the material is pre-strained, less external work is
needed to achieve the critical elastic energy release rate for fracture.

This effect is seen in

materials that are loaded with compressive stresses at the surface; away from the surface is a
tensile layer that facilitates fracture if cracks are present. Such phenomena, known as
“spontaneous fracture”, occur readily in ceramics and glasses that have compression layers at the
surface [64]. In terms of the cohesive energy in the present calculations, the strain energy is really
just the second term of eqn. (7), which is the bonding energy of the lattice.
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Figure 18: The effect of Al on the change in formation energy as defined by Eqn. (1). (left) octahedral sites. (middle) tetrahedral sites. (right) interstitial sites. Note that
the cohesive energy is defined as the negative of the formation energy.

Figure 19: The various oxygen atom distortion directions due to Al substitution. Because Al has a smaller bonding radius than Fe when
octahedrally coordinated the O atoms contract into the Al substituted site.
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5.0

Conclusions

1. As measured through surface coverage, ion implantation had the effect of reducing the
amount of metal transfer. Metal transfer decreased with dose. In general, the order of
effectiveness of the implanted elements at reducing metal transfer was sulfur, carbon, and
nitrogen.

2. Metal transfer reduction was accomplished through two major mechanisms: reducing the
wear element formation rate by reducing the adhesion at the interface (2-body), and by
the incorporation of implanted wear elements into the wear debris that disrupts Mutual
Material Transfer (3-body).

3. Building on the Mutual Material Transfer process, a mechanism for disruption of metal
transfer by ion implantation was proposed. Three body effects follow the incorporation of
ISF steel wear elements into Al wear debris through mechanical mixing or direct
chemical bonding directly disrupts the Mutual Material Transfer process three ways:
inhibiting the adhesion of the debris to the implanted surface, inhibiting the adhesion of
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the debris to the Al surface, and decreasing the average size of the debris by making it
structurally weaker. The two body effect involves the weakening of the mixed layer
formed between the attaching aluminum debris and the ISF steel surface via the
incorporation of impurities as discussed above.



Two-Body Effects:

1. Ion-implantation had the effect of reducing the coefficient of friction (COF) during the
wear tests. The coefficient of friction was reduced as dose increased. Sulfur had the
greatest effect in reducing the coefficient of friction. Testing under the Ar-purge had no
effect the measured coefficient of friction. The relatively large noise in the un-implanted
tests indicates that a stick-slip mechanism via junction-growth dominated the COF
indicating that large adhesive forces at the interface existed. These results indicate that
the adhesive force is dictated by the bond-strength of the iron native oxide film and
aluminum metal assuming that plastic roughening of the aluminum surface effectively
breaks through the aluminum native oxide film via shear banding. It is proposed that the
chemistry of the native oxide films formed on the implanted surfaces play a role in
reducing the adhesion with aluminum during sliding.

2. Depth profiling through transfer films revealed that in the unimplanted surface the
aluminum layer was sheared through the aluminum phase and that a “mixed” layer
separated the aluminum and implanted surface. The mixed layer had a mixed chemistry
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of Fe, O, and Al. It is speculated that the mixed layer results from the diffusion associated
with the exothermic reduction reaction of Fe3O4 by aluminum. There may also be some
mechanical mixing as suggested in the literature. The implanted surfaces also formed a
mixed layer between the aluminum and the implanted surface; however the aluminum
transfer layer appeared to shear through the mixed layer. The implanted surface mixed
layers contained Fe, O, Al, and X (= C, N, or S). This observation indicates that the
implanted elements in the mixed layer lower the strength of the layer. It is impossible to
determine whether the transfer layers originated from attached aluminum debris or
directly from the aluminum surface at sites of adhesive wear initiation. It is expected that
in either case a mixed layer should form as a result of adhesive bonding between
aluminum and the implanted surface. The reduction in the COF in the implanted
materials can be attributed to the weaker mixed layer. The mixed layer is thought to be
primarily Fe3O4 due to the high oxygen content and the fact that the oxygen/iron
contents rise together.

3. Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations revealed that C, N, and S impurities in
Fe3O4 lowered the cohesive energy the phase. This helps answer the question as to why
the depth profiles on Al transfer films formed on the implanted surfaces just had a mixed
layer preceding the implanted ISF steel layer. Just below the highest simulated
concentration, aluminum substitution in Fe3O4 actually increased the cohesive energy of
the phase when the atoms were incorporated into Fe substitutional sites. This could
explain why the transfer films formed on the unimplanted surface had a distinct Al phase
preceding the mixed layer. The reduction in cohesive energy of the Fe3O4 phase by an
impurity coincided with the measured COF for the given implantation: for example the
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sulfur implantations had the lowest measured COF and had the highest reduction in
cohesive energy when incorporated in the substitutional or interstitial sites. It was proven
that the formation energy decrease of the supercell corresponded to the cohesive energy
increase. The defect formation energy was separated into binding and strain energy
components. It was determined that sulfur substitution created the highest amount of
strain energy in the cell, which offset the formation energy decrease associated with the
matrix/sulfur binding energy.



Three-Body Effects:

1. Three body effects are evident because tribo-oxidation of the debris played an important
role in reducing metal transfer. The fact that the debris generated while testing in air, had
on average a greater amount of oxygen than the debris generated while testing under an
Ar-purge for all implantation conditions, indicates that the amount of tribo-oxidation
could be controlled via purging.

Purging increased the amount of metal transfer,

however for the 1e17 ions/cm2 and 2e17 ions/cm2 sulfur doses no change in metal
transfer was discernible. The fact that purging affected metal transfer establishes that
tribo-oxidation is a metal transfer reducing mechanism in certain implanted systems, but
not all.

2. The wear elements from the implanted surface increased the amount of tribo-oxidation
taking place because the debris oxygen content had a meaningfully positive Pearson
Correlation coefficient with iron content. It was proposed that these wear elements
oxidize while being mechanically mixed with the aluminum debris. The oxidation of the
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aluminum provides a baseline oxygen content that is increased via the incorporation of
ISF steel wear elements.

3. According to Mott-Cabrera oxidation kinetics the native oxide film thickness and the
oxidation rate should scale together. AES studies of the native oxide films indicated that
implantation influenced their thicknesses. The thickness of the oxide film increased with
dose for all implanted species, however the 1e17 ions/cm2 and 2e17 sulfur implants had
similar thicknesses. The nitrogen implantation effect on oxide film thickness was due to
radiation damage effects because there wasn’t a detectable change in thickness with dose.
However, there appeared to be an additional doping effect from the carbon and sulfur
implantations because the thickness appeared to be a function of implant concentration.
This low temperature oxidation enhancement was also apparent in the chemistry of the
wear debris: the wear debris oxygen content was a function of dose for the sulfur and
carbon implantations, but as expected not for the nitrogen implants. XPS studies on the
native oxide films revealed that the doping effect on low temperature oxidation can be
attributed to cation-vacancy generation via the exploitation of the Hauffe valance rules.

4. Tribo-oxidation played a role in reducing metal transfer for the nitrogen and carbon
implantations while having almost no effect on the 1e17 ions/cm2 and 2e17 sulfur
implants. This observation means that the incorporation of sulfurized wear elements into
wear debris has a greater impact on disrupting the Mutual Material Transfer process than
the incorporation of oxidized carburized, nitrided, or sulfurized wear elements because
even under oxygen starved conditions the sulfur implanted surface provided the best
metal transfer resistance. Wear testing under an Ar-purge does indicate that when nitrided
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and carburized ISF steel wear elements are incorporated into the wear debris, metal
transfer can be altered by oxidation of the wear elements

5. Comparing the Ar-purge tests of the nitrogen and carbon implanted surfaces with the
unimplanted surfaces indicates that the nitrided and carburized wear elements are still
more affective at reducing metal transfer than the wear elements from the unimplanted
surface. This means that even under oxygen-lean conditions ion-nitrided and ion-carbided
surfaces are still better than the unimplanted control surface because, as suggested by
Sasada, fine abrasive (non-metallic) particles incorporated into tribolayers can inhibit
metal transfer.

6. In light of Sasada’s Mutual Material Transfer mechanism an explanation for the reduction
of metal transfer by ion implantation is explained. Ion-implantation reduces the
adhesiveness (metallicity) of the wear elements, which when mechanically mixed with
aluminum results in a less adhesive heterogeneous debris particle. This reduces the
critical size of the transferred debris such that only smaller debris particles stay adhered
to the ISF steel surface while debris particles larger than the critical size are swept off the
surface by the sliding obstruction forces the debris creates. In addition, the hardening of
the ISF steel surface through implantation can reduce the depth of the micro-groove,
which also reduces the critical-size of the debris by mitigating mechanical keying. It was
also postulated, that introducing hard, less adherent ion beam modified ISF steel wear
elements to Al wear elements, could reduce the strength of the debris such that when
subjected to the sliding obstruction forces the debris breaks apart.
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Appendix I
Summary of the Surface Characterization Studies for the Performed Implantations
Table 1: Listing of Implanted Species, Dose (ions/cm2), Acceleration Voltage (kV), Ion Range (nm), Peak Concentration (At%), Microhardness (2g HK, Kgf/mm2),
Oxide Film Thickness (nm) and phases detected for implantations performed

Species
N+
N+
N+
N+
C+
C+
C+
C+
S+
S+
S+
S+

Dose
5e
1e
2e
1e
5e
1e
2e
1e
5e
1e
2e
1e

16
17
17
17
16
17
17
17
16
17
17
17

Voltage

Range

Peak

Hardness

Oxide Film
Thickness

Phases Detected

100

168

5.8

285 (289)

9.2

BCC, BCT,Fe4N

100

155

10.3

372 (375)

12.3

BCC, BCT, Fe4N , Fe3N, Fe3O4

100

159

18.7

443 (443)

12.6

BCC, BCT, Fe4N , Fe3N, Fe3O4

50

83

12.6

276 (393)

13.5

BCC, BCT, Fe4N , Fe3N, Fe3O4

100

151

7.7

245 (253)

12.6

BCC, BCT, Fe3C, Fe4C, Fe3O4

100

135

11.4

322 (324)

13.5

BCC, BCT, Fe3C, Fe4C, Fe3O4

100

169

19.8

393 (393)

18.4

BCC, BCT, Fe3C, Fe4C, Fe3O4

50

94

13.4

272 (365)

19.7

BCC, BCT, Fe3C, Fe4C, Fe3O4

150

64

16.1

191 (275)

19.3

BCC, FeS, Fe3O4

150

60

20.5

237 (340)

22.1

BCC, FeS , Fe3O4

150

59

21.9

295 (410)

23.6

BCC, FeS, Fe3O4

80

34

24.5

197 (377)

27.9

BCC, FeS , Fe3O4
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Appendix II
XPS surveys of iron in native oxide film for selected implantations. ( left) The Fe
2p 3/2 peak survey for the un-implanted condition. (mid-left) The Fe 2p 3/2
peak survey for the 2e17 ions/cm2 nitrogen implanted condition. (mid-right)
The Fe 2p 3/2 peak survey for the 2e17 ions/cm2 carbon implanted condition.
(right) The Fe 2p 3/2 peak survey for the 2e17 ions/cm2 sulfur implanted
condition.
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Appendix III
The Nitrogen Implantation Depth Profiles
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Appendix IV
The Oxygen Depth Profiles from the Nitrogen Implanted Samples
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Appendix V
Nitrogen implantation Glancing Angle X-Ray Diffraction patterns

\
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Appendix VI
The Carbon Implantation Depth Profiles
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Appendix VII
The Oxygen Depth Profiles from the Carbon Implanted Samples
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Appendix VIII
Carbon implantation Glancing Angle X-Ray Diffraction patterns
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Appendix IX
The Sulfur Implantation Depth Profiles
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Appendix X
The Oxygen Depth Profiles from the Sulfur Implanted Samples
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Appendix XI
Sulfur implantation Glancing Angle X-Ray Diffraction patterns
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Appendix XII
Example Knoop Microhardness Indent

P = Load (kg) = 0.002
Cp = constant that depends on indenter geometry = 0.07 for knoop indenters.
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Appendix XIII
The Geometry of the Indenter and the Total Contact Area of Indenter
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Appendix XIV
Method used to determine the size of the native oxide layer
Example: Unimplanted Sample
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Appendix XV
Vacancy Generation Profile Predicted by SRIM Calculations
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Appendix XVI
XPS Survey of the Native Oxide Film After Sputtering the Surface Carbon Away
Example: Unimplanted Sample
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Appendix XVII
XPS surveys of the sulfur 2s (left), carbon 1s (middle), and nitrogen 1s (right)
photoelectron peaks.
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Appendix XVIII
Example Secondary Electron Images of Wear Tracks Formed Under Ar Purge

Example secondary electron images of the wear tests uner Ar-purge. From left to right the
images are of the un-implanted surface, N+ 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface, C+ 1e17
ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface, and the S+ 1e17 ions/cm2 at 150kV implanted surface.
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Appendix XIX
Example Secondary Electron Images of Wear Tracks on the Nitrogen Implanted Samples and how
they change with dose

Example secondary electron images of the wear in air. Starting from the top, from left to right, the images
are of the un-implanted surface, N+ 5e16 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface, N+ 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV
implanted surface, and the N+ 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface.
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Appendix XX
Example Secondary Electron Images of Wear Tracks on the Carbon Implanted Samples and how
they change with dose

Example secondary electron images of the wear in air. Starting from the top, from left to right, the images
are of the un-implanted surface, C+ 5e16 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface, C+ 1e17 ions/cm2 at
100kV implanted surface, and the C+ 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface.
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Appendix XXI
Example Secondary Electron Images of Wear Tracks on the Sulfur Implanted Samples and how they
change with dose

Example secondary electron images of the wear in air. Starting from the top, from left to right, the images
are of the un-implanted surface, S+ 5e16 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface, S+ 1e17 ions/cm2 at
100kV implanted surface, and the S+ 2e17 ions/cm2 at 100kV implanted surface.
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Appendix XXII
Example Secondary Electron Images of Surveyed Wear Elements

Figure 1: Wear debris images taken from the un-implanted wear track tested in air. (a,left) and (b,middle): Secondary electron images of identified wear
elements illustrating the extreme variation in sizes. (c,right): An example of wear debris formed by many wear elements.

Figure 2: Wear debris images from the 1e17 ions/cm2 at 150 kV S+ implanted wear track tested in air.(a,left) Image of built up wear debris (b,right)
Image of a wear element taken from the same wear track.
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Appendix XXIII
Example Optical Profilometry Scans for the Carbon Implant (left) and the Sulfur Implant (right)
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Appendix XXIV
Wear Debris Chemistries for Different Testing Conditions

Tests in Air

Tests Under Ar Purge

Species

Dose
(Ions/cm2)

Al
(At%)

Fe
(At%)

O
(At%)

C
(At%)

N, S
(At%)

Al
(At%)

Fe
(At%)

O
(At%)

C
(At%)

N, S
(At%)

Un-implanted
Nitrogen
Nitrogen
Nitrogen
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Sulfur
Sulfur
Sulfur

NA
5e16
1e17
2e17
5e16
1e17
2e17
5e16
1e17
2e17

78.1(5.2)
73.7(4.5)
69.0(6.4)
68.9(4.1)
73.0(5.1)
69.2(3.8)
63.5(5.9)
72.0(4.2)
65.2(5.7)
57.1(4.9)

7.9(2.4)
9.6(1.9)
8.0(2.6)
8.3(1.4)
8.3(2.1)
8.9(2.3)
9.1(1.4)
6.0 (1.8)
7.0(2.7)
9.4(1.1)

11.5(2.1)
16.4(3.3)
17.5(4.1)
16.5(2.4)
17.2(3.4)
20.1(3.9)
25.4(2.4)
19.4(3.1)
24.5(4.5)
33.3(5.8)

1.7(0.4)
1.1(0.3)
1.5(0.4)
1.1(0.1)
2.2(0.6)
3.3(0.4)
5.1(0.7)
1.5(0.2)
1.9(0.5)
1.2(0.3)

NA
0.9(0.4)
1.4(0.3)
3.8(0.8)
NA
NA
NA
2.5(0.6)
3.9(0.5)
3.5(0.9)

83.5(4.4)
79.2(3.2)
75.3(3.6)
88.9(6.1)
74.8(4.6)
74.4(3.2)
63.6(5.7)
78.4(4.7)
77.0(5.4)
70.3(4.9)

8.4(2.3)
10.1(2.4)
9.4(2.0)
13.1(2.9)
11.6(2.7)
9.9(2.9)
13.5(2.6)
11.5(2.3)
12.9(2.9)
6.4(2.7)

7.3(1.5)
10.1(3.0)
11.2(1.3)
11.7(3.5)
12.3(2.1)
14.4(1.1)
17.9(3.3)
14.5(1.7)
15.3(2.1)
19.9(3.3)

1.2(0.6)
1.3(0.3)
1.0(0.2)
1.6(0.5)
2.2(0.3)
3.0(0.6)
5.6 (0.2)
1.7(0.3)
1.4(0.6)
1.3(0.2)

NA
1.1(0.3)
1.5(0.5)
4.7(0.4)
NA
NA
NA
2.3(0.2)
3.1(0.5)
3.9(0.4)

Chemistries of sampled debris via EDS. For each testing condition, ten debris that appeared to be mechanically mixed were sampled. The average is reported along with
the standard deviations.
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Appendix XXV
Description of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
The Pearson correlation coefficient for two variables X and Y is defined as the covariance of X and Y
divided by the produce of the standard deviations of X and Y. The covariance of X and Y is given by the
following relationship:
(

[(

)

[ ])(

[ ])]

E[ ] denotes the expectation value of the expression inside. This expression states that if one or both
randomly distributed variables with means E[X] and E[Y] are narrowly distributed about their averages
then there should be very little covariance. The covariance describes how much two variables change
together. The above expression is further simplified:
(

[

)

]

[ ] [ ]

If E[XY] is larger than the product of the X and Y mean values then the two variables change together. If
the covariance is divided by the product of the standard deviations of X and Y this gives the Pearson
correlation coefficient, which varies between {-1, +1}:
[
√ [

]

]
[ ]

[ ] [ ]
√ [

]

[ ]

Whether the Pearson correlation coefficient is meaningful depends on its magnitude and the number of
samples. The critical Pearson correlation coefficient value is based on a either a one-tail or two-tail test
in which the Pearson correlation coefficient (also known as the test statistic) is considered to be
Gaussian distributed. For instance, consider a series of experiments performed X numbers of times in
which n samples were taken and the Pearson correlation coefficient was determined for each
experiment. Then the calculated Pearson correlation coefficient would follow a Gaussian distribution if
X and Y are randomly distributed variables. In the case of a two tailed test we define limits on the
Gaussian distribution [mean – σ, mean + σ] where σ depends on the required % certainty such that
outside of these limits gives a region of low probability Pearson correlation coefficients. The mean + σ
gives the so-called critical value of the Pearson correlation coefficient. The idea is that if a Pearson
correlation coefficient range (mean + σ < range <mean – σ) is well outside the mean there is a low
probability for that number range to occur randomly. Hence we say there is a % certainty that the
reported number is not random. The table below gives a listing of the critical Pearson Correlation
coefficient as a function of degrees of freedom (degrees of freedom (DF) = sample size – 2) and the
required certainty based on a two-tail distribution. For this study, the critical correlation coefficients are
based on 95% certainty.
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Appendix XXVI
Repeated Friction Traces on Implanted Samples
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Appendix XXVII
Density Functional Theory Calculation of the Cleavage Energy of the Al|Fe {100} interface
Note: Interfacial position denotes atomic layer from interface.
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Appendix XXVIII
Example Depth Profile through Al Transfer Film on
2e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV N+ Implanted Surface
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Appendix XXIX
Example Depth Profile through Al Transfer Film on
2e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV C+ Implanted Surface
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Appendix XXX
Example Depth Profile through Al Transfer Film on
2e17 ions/cm2 at 150 kV S+ Implanted Surface
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Appendix XXXI
Example Al Kα EDS Maps

Al Kα EDS maps used to determine the surface area coverage of Al. The top row are tests in air and the bottom row are tests under Ar-purge. From left to right the
surface conditions are unimplanted, 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV N+ implanted, 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV C+ implanted, and 1e17 ions/cm2 at 150 kV S+ implanted
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Appendix XXXII
Example O Kα EDS Maps

O Kα EDS maps used to determine the relative oxidation amount compared to a polished surface of 1100 Al. The top row are tests in air and the bottom row are
tests under Ar-purge. From left to right the surface conditions are unimplanted, 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV N+ implanted, 1e17 ions/cm2 at 100 kV C+ implanted,
and 1e17 ions/cm2 at 150 kV S+ implanted
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Appendix XXXIII
Cohesive Energy Calculation Results as a result of Impurity Addition
Impurity Positions
A1,1
Fe
Al
Al
Al
Al
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
N
Fe
C
Fe
S

A2,1
Fe
Fe
Al
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

Substitutional
A3,1 B1,2 B1,2
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Al
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Al
Fe
Fe
Al
Al
Fe
Al
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

A2,3
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Al
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

B1,4
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Al
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

I1,1
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Al
Al
Al
Al
Al
N
V
C
V
S
V

Interstitial
I2,1
I3,1
I1,3
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Al
V
V
V
Al
V
V
V
Al
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Energy Components
I2,3
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Al
V
V
V
V
V
V

ΔEcohesive
0
-2.00
1.11
-0.44
-0.84
0.12
0.36
0.34
1.60
4.05
2.56
2.31
2.25
-0.10
2.14
-0.16
2.05
5.75
1.76

ΔEbond
0
-6.00
-5.54
-6.01
-6.00
-5.19
-5.42
-5.20
-3.00
-2.15
-3.00
-3.01
-3.01
-0.58
-0.18
-0.55
-0.14
-3.61
-7.21

ΔEstrain
0
4.01
6.64
5.56
5.16
5.32
5.78
5.54
4.60
6.20
5.56
5.32
5.26
0.48
2.32
0.39
2.19
9.36
8.97
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